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Introduction



Project background and  purpose 

Problem statement

Developed in 2021, the draft Western Cape Inclusionary Housing Policy Framework 

provides a guide for municipalities to develop local policies which harness 

inclusionary housing as a mechanism to promote better located affordable housing 

in towns and cities, in partnership with the private sector. As a first step to determining 

if inclusionary housing has the potential to be an effective policy tool in the local 

municipal context, its necessary to have a clear understanding of the residential 

property market in the municipality. 

Given that many local governments do not have the means to undertake this 

detailed analysis themselves, the Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs 

and Development Planning (DEADP) in partnership with the Department of Human 

Settlements appointed the Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF) to 

deliver housing market studies for identified urban areas of George, Stellenbosch, 

Mossel Bay and Drakenstein municipalities. 

Project objectives

The overall aim of the project is to underpin and support each of the municipalities to 

decide on the applicability of an inclusionary housing policy for their municipality and 

then to assist with the design and development of that policy, by providing key data 

to inform the design and parameters. 

The reports include: analysis of the residential property markets; housing supply and 

demand assessments; and analysis of the affordability gap in each area, and are 

intended to provide the intelligence needed to ensure an evidence-led 

understanding of the housing markets in these urban areas. 
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Key research questions

In order to inform the potential development of a local inclusionary housing policy, 

the analysis of the residential property market must address the following questions:

• What is the profile of housing in the city? – by market segment, property type, 

neighbourhood

• What is the state of the residential market currently? – in terms of market 

performance, activity, key players, government and private sector delivery

• What is the affordability gap? – where is affordable housing needed, how 

much and what type? what is the target market for the affordable housing 

market?

• Is there an active property development market that would make the 

application of an inclusionary housing policy viable?

Key questions of this study

In order to inform the potential development of a local inclusionary housing policy, 

the analysis of the residential property market must address the following questions:

• What is the profile of housing in the city? – by market segment, property type, 

neighbourhood

• What is the state of the residential market currently? – in terms of market 

performance, activity, key players, government and private sector delivery

• What is the affordability gap? – where is affordable housing needed, how 

much and what type? what is the target market for the affordable housing 

market?

• Is there an active property development market that would make the 

application of an inclusionary housing policy viable?



Data sources
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Deeds data from Lightstone Pty.

Deeds data was purchased from Lightstone Pty for the study areas in each of the 

local municipalities, covering the period 1 January 2017 – 31 December 2021. 

Record- level data is aggregated over time by calendar year, at subplace level, 

using StatsSA boundary delineations. 

NB: The data purchased from Lightstone, and detailed in the Supply and Market 

Activity sections of this report, reflects only the Census sub-places contained within 

the study area, as well as the relevant portions of the George NU subplace which is 

within the study area—see Appendix A for a detailed explanation. The deeds data 

therefore reflects the study area, and not the entire municipality. 

TPN Credit Bureau data on rental market

Given that the deeds data from Lightstone does not allow sight of the rental market, 

we obtained rental market data from TPN Credit Bureau, who produce and sell 

Investor Reports for specific areas. The reports provide data on rental prices by size of 

unit (no. of bedrooms) for the last three years, and low, average and high monthly 

rental.  The drawback of the TPN data is that a) it only includes formal properties, and 

b) only includes data from landlords and companies  voluntarily provide the data to 

TPN. The lack of updated municipal or sub-place level data on the rental market is a 

critical gap impacting on municipal planning.

Stats SA sources

Demographic data and data on housing circumstances was sourced from Stats SA, 

including the: 2011 Census, 2016 Community Survey, 2019 General Household Survey, 

and Labour Force Survey Q4 2021. For many key indicators, the most updated data is 

not available at municipal level, forcing a trade-off between how recent the data is, 

and whether it is too high-level to be useful to a study of the city area. 

DEADP and other Western Cape provincial sources

Population estimates were provided by the WC Department of Social Development 

and DEADP. Quantec data (2021) published in the Municipal Economic Review and

Outlook was provided by Provincial Treasury. Additional data was obtained from DHS 

on: housing project pipeline status per municipality; FLISP and social housing delivery; 

Restructuring Zones; and demand information acquired through public Open Day 

events in municipalities. 

Income segments

Apart from more outdated income data from Stats SA sources, recent data on 

income at municipal or subplace level was difficult to obtain. In addition to Quantec

data acquired from Provincial Treasury, the WC Department of Economic 

Development and Tourism also provided municipal-level income data for 2021. 

GeoTerraImage provided income data at subplace level for the four municipalities, 

which allowed us to isolate the data for the George city area.

Data from George municipality

The municipality provided a wealth of information, including: valuations data; 

approved building plans; and land use applications. Shapefiles were provided for: 

the urban edge, Restructuring Zones, backyard dwellings, housing projects, zoning 

schemes, intensification areas, informal settlements, and Priority Human Settlements 

and Housing Development Areas (PHSHDAs). This data was overlayed with deeds 

data from Lightstone to get a spatial understanding of market activity.

Key respondent interviews 

A limited number of key respondent interviews were undertaken to supplement the 

quantitative data sources. In George, we spoke to three private developers and 

three estate agents who are active in the residential property market in the area. The 

interviews explored: trends in the market;  the nature of demand and the target 

market for affordable housing; the level of activity and growth in the rental and 

ownership markets; and market prices (rental and ownership. 

Additional sources

Additional sources included: the Social Housing Regulatory Authority (SHRA), 

Consumer Credit Market Reports, and other sector reports and publications. 



Study area
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Heather Park

Conville

Rosemoor

Because this study is mainly intended to inform a potential inclusionary housing policy which 

would focus on the main urban area of the municipality, this study covers the George city 

area only—and not the entire municipality. The area identified for this study is demarcated 

in the map immediately below, and follows the area inside the urban edge (as shown in red 

in the map on the right).

Data sources: George Municipality, Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB), ESRI South Africa. 

The study area encompasses the main city area, including the priority 

investment areas identified in the 2019 MSDF: George CBD; Blanco / 

Heather Park; York-Beach Road corridor into Pacaltsdorp; NM Boulevard / 

Sandkraal Road corridor and Thembalethu; and the Rosemoor / Conville

corridor.

Study area which encompasses George City Area

Urban edge of main George city area

Data sources: WC DEADP, Study Terms of Reference. 



Methodology

Deeds data analysis

The indicators obtained from Lightstone were organized into five market segments 

according to property value:

• Entry level market – Properties valued under R300 000

• Affordable market – Properties valued R300 000 – R600 000

• Conventional market – Properties valued R600 000 – R900 000

• High end market – Properties valued R900 000 – R1.2m

• Luxury market - Over R1.2m

By lumping all properties valued over R1.2 million into one market segment, instead of 

setting up market segments with equal intervals, this classification is notably biased 

towards the lower end of the market. These market segments were identified with the aim 

of providing detail on segments within range of the affordable housing market, and 

therefore do not prioritise detailed stratification in the market over R1.2 million. Visually, this 

distorts the size of the segment above R1.2 million, as many smaller segments are 

collapsed into one.  This is an acknowledged limitation in the report, as a more detailed 

understanding of the market above R1.2 million, particularly below R3 million, would 

enhance understanding of the wider ecosystem impacting on affordable housing.

A second key point of note is that the deeds data—by definition—only includes those 

residential properties which are recorded in the Deeds Office, and therefore excludes 

informal settlements and backyard dwellings, and units that may be occupied but not 

transferred. Census 2011 data includes these areas, but is obviously outdated, and must 

either be used to model and estimate the current population in informal dwellings, or 

municipalities must undertake bespoke surveys, which is not feasible and affordable in 

most cases. In this report, we have used data from the WC Department of Social 

Development, as well as estimations undertaken by George municipality itself—see pgs. 

10-11. 

Third, government-subsidised houses are not explicitly recognised or marked on the title 

deed. Therefore its necessary to use a proxy to identify these properties on the deeds 

registry—our proxy is based on common programme characteristics of BNG/RDP houses, 

including the year, first registration price and buyer type, maximum prices, and proximity 

to other similar housing types. Further detail is provided at Appendix B. 
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Although not in the form of records-level data, the Lightstone data indicators enable 

analysis of: housing stock by market segment and property type; new and resale 

transactions; bonded and non-bonded transactions; housing typologies (freehold, 

estate, sectional title);  first-time home buyers; and government-subsidised properties. 

Analysis of these indicators enables improved understanding of market depth and 

scope, affordability and inclusion.

The deeds data obtained from Lightstone is not an exact match to the boundaries of 

the study area / urban edge, but it is very close. Appendix A provides detail on the 

geographic areas included in the deeds data for the George city area obtained 

from Lightstone. The data covers: the  37 Census subplaces within the urban edge, 

and one specific populated area which is located within the urban edge, but part of

the larger George NU subplace which surrounds the city area and covers rural lands. 

Thus all the deeds data obtained from Lightstone which is presented in this report 

does not encompass the entire George municipality, but only the George city area 

which is the focus of this study. 

Mapping

The mapping data received from the municipality and province (CSV, databases 

and Excels) was stored in a SQL data base where applicable to allow for connections 

to Power BI and Tableau software. A connection to Tableau was required as our 

purchased deeds data is geolocated to the Stats SA Census boundaries at the lowest 

level of subplace and we have pre-customized the mapping on our license in line 

with the Stats SA Census boundaries. 

Furthermore, Tableau was also utilized to conduct analysis of the city data, survey 

data and purchased data as well as the output of graphical report charts and 

generic maps for the study places and the lowest level of subplace. 

Additionally, for the mapping outputs, ArcGIS was utilized to produce shape files with 

analyzed deeds data as well as the province and municipal data where applicable, 

overlayed in the study focused areas.



Demand side assessment



Key demographics

Population

With an estimated municipal population of 221 538 in 2021, George municipality has 

at total of 60 162 households, of which 82.5% are estimated to have access to basic 

services, as well as live in a formal dwelling.  Municipal population estimates by the 

WC Department of Social Development (DSD) are shown below, alongside figures for 

Drakenstein, Mossel Bay and Stellenbosch municipalities. 
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Source: WC Department of Social Development. Population and Household Estimates 

created for Inclusionary Housing Project/Study, 2022. 

Source: 2016 Community Survey.

2002 2011 2021 2031

George 43,463 50,498 60,162 69,089

Mossel Bay 22,938 25,977 30,308 34,229

Stellenbosch 33,577 42,070 52,653 62,972

Drakenstein 49,706 58,410 72,207 84,027
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Notably, these figures are population and household estimates based on modelled 

projections, and will need to be updated with the new Census 2021 data.

Density

The density of George municipality is 43 person per km2, slightly less than 

neighbouring Mossel Bay at 48 person/km2, due to the large amount of agricultural 

land surrounding the George city area. The density in the George city area is 

obviously higher, however population density data at sub-place level is unavailable.

According to earlier DEADP estimates, having increased rapidly at 4.5% per annum 

between 2001 and 2011, George municipality’s population growth is estimated to 

slow to 1.6% per annum up to 2023,  at which point it will increase slightly to 1.8% per 

annum up to 2028. 

Household size in the municipality is expected to decrease slightly, from 3.7 in 2021 to 

3.6 in 2025. By 2023, the population of George municipality is estimated to reach 224 

095, according to the 2022/23 IDP. 

Demographics

As of 2021, the municipal population is 51.8% female 

(2021), while the 2016 Community Survey (CS) puts the 

number of women-headed households at just 35%. 

According to the 2016 CS, approximately one third of 

George’s population were adults, 35% youth (15-34) 

and 6% elderly persons (over 64).   

Layout of George city area

George’s CBD serves as the main business node, marked by the intersection of York 

Street and Knysna Road. The emerging area of Kraaibosch / Blue Mountain 

commercial node is located to the southeast of the CBD, along Knysna Road, 

towards the Garden Route Mall situated near the N2. 

Cutting east-west across the George city area, the N2 forms a key barrier with less 

well-off areas located south of the N2: Thembalethu neighbourhood, around 

Sandkraal Road, and also the Pacaltsdorp area. The older settlement of Blanco is 

located to the northwest, where the R404 and N12 meet. 

Number of households per municipality
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2021 2031

Population growth by area – 2001-2031

According to estimates by the Western Cape 

Department of Social Development, approximately 

87% of households (52 579) in the George 

municipality live in the George city area itself 

(2021).* 

As shown in the maps to the right, the population 

estimates show the densification of certain portions 

of the George city area and development along 

particular transit corridors. Between 2021 and 2031, 

development is expected to continue north of the 

N2 from Thembalethu, around the Garden Route 

Mall. The areas of Blanco, Kraaibosch, Pacaltsdorp

and Thembalethu are all expected to gain 

significant numbers of additional households. 

Densification figures from George Municipality

George Municipality has done their own estimates 

of the household population in the city region, by 

functional area, with forecasts to 2035, a shown in 

the table to the right. The Small Area Location data 

puts the total number of households at 

approximately 70 000 in 2021. The difference is 

mainly due to the municipality including survey 

figures of informal settlements and backyards. Both 

sources highlight the same key areas of 

densification: Thembalethu, Pacaltsdorp, and 

Ballotsview in particular.

* This calculation is based on the DSD population estimates by sub place, and 

includes the sub places within the study area (see Appendix A) plus 57% of the 

estimated new households expected in George NU. This addition is an estimate, 

based on the assumption that the area north of the N2 and west of Knysna Road 

will densify significantly, as shown on the map. The 57% ratio was derived by taking 

the number of residential properties in that area in 2021, as a share of total 

households in George NU in 2021. This assumes that ratio stays constant to 2031, 

and that there is one household per residential property. Given that neither of 

these assumptions may hold true, the number should be regarded as a rough 

estimate. 

Source: WC Department of Social Development. Population and Household Estimates created for Inclusionary Housing Project/Study, 2022. 

Growth of number of households by subplace (2021-2031)

Data source

DSD Data SAL Data
Population 

(actual including SAL and settlement surveys 2016 and 2021) used to gauge growth 
absorption capacity within the City Area

Total households 2021
52 579 69 664 (2021) 91 050 (including families resident in noted Functional Areas, to be formalized)

Forward estimate: total 
households 

62 426 
(2031)

85 378 (2035) 94 004 (2035)
(Including families resident in the noted Functional Areas, to be formalized)

Additional households 

9 847 
(2021 –2031)

15 714 (2035) 2 954 (2021 –2035) (excluding families already in the noted Functional Areas, to be 
formalized/backlog of approximately 18 288)
Total= (growth + backlog)= 21 242

Source: WC Department of Social Development. Population and Household Estimates created for Inclusionary Housing Project/Study, 2022. George Municipality, Spatial Planning Directorate. Household 

Data Based on Small Area Location and Units Available Within a Functional Area (Rev. 2). May 2022. 

Comparison of estimates of total households in George city area 
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Housing context
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Number of households per dwelling type
George municipality (2016)

Number of households by tenure status
George municipality (2016)

Source: 2016 Community Survey.
Source: 2016 Community Survey.

Dwelling type and tenure

The data from the 2016 Community Survey shows that 84% of households in 

George municipality stayed in formal dwellings and 15% in informal dwellings—see 

pie graph. According to more recent figures from the 2021 MERO, 47 388 

households in George reside in formal dwellings, or 82.5% of total households. 

The 2016 CS also has the most recent data at municipal level on tenure status—

see table to the right. Approximately two thirds of George municipality households 

own their property (66.7%) while 18.4% rent.  Between the 2011 Census and 2016 

CS, the rate of ownership increased (by almost 18 percentage points) while the 

percentage of households who rent dropped by almost 10 percentage points.  As 

a result of this trend towards ownership, George municipality has a slightly higher 

ownership rate than the national average (65.1%) and lower rates of rental 

(25.9%)—compared to national data from the 2019 GHS. 

Of those who owned, 54% of households reported they possessed the title deed to 

their home, while 24% said they did not have the deed to their property (2016 CS). 

Housing demand estimates

Provincial figures for the George municipality housing backlog reach 22 000, but 

according to the George 2019 MSDF, 16 008 housing opportunities are required to 

meet the housing backlog in the George city area. Once new households are 

added to this backlog figure, the MSDF estimated a total of 28 281 housing 

opportunities need to be developed by 2024 in the George city area.* 

Its important to note that, absent a recent survey of informal settlement residents 

and backyard dwellers which provides data on type and quantum of income, its 

difficult to know if those households would qualify for subsidized housing, and thus 

whether the required housing opportunities would need to be provided by 

government through fully-subsidized units, service sites, social housing or FLISP. 

* The MSDF does not indicate how the housing backlog is 

defined, but only refers to “housing opportunities”. The definition is 

important; were backyard dwellings classified as part of the 

backlog, or as part of the supply? (2019 MSDF, pg. 48).

* The MSDF does not indicate how the housing backlog is 

defined, but only refers to “housing opportunities”. The definition is 

important; were backyard dwellings classified as part of the 

backlog, or as part of the supply? (2019 MSDF, pg. 48).



Employment
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In the five years leading up to 2019, the economy of George municipality realized an 

average annual growth rate of 1.5%. However with the pandemic and economic 

lockdowns, economic growth slowed to -6.4% in 2020, with only the agriculture sector 

registering gains as a result of improved drought conditions and favourable commodity 

prices (2022/23 IDP). 

Employment 

Despite the onset of the pandemic, unemployment in George municipality actually 

dropped very slightly in 2020, to 14.2%. In terms of formal employment, 40% of workers in 

2020 were semi-skilled, 33% skilled, and 27% low-skilled, with the number of skilled 

workers growing more rapidly in the last four years than semi- or low-skilled workers. 

Nearly one quarter (24.4%) of the work force in the municipality was employed 

informally in 2020. Apart from those who are unemployed, the large number of persons 

in informal employment creates a challenge for accessing finance to support their 

housing. Mortgage finance is likely unavailable to these households as banks require 

evidence of formal employment with a regular income. 

WC 18.9%

CT 22.4%

George 14.2%

Mossel Bay 15.2%

Drakenstein 14.1%

Stellenbosch 11.3%
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Household income
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R19 430

R20 616
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R16 694

R13 259

South Africa

Western Cape

Cape Town Metro

George

Drakenstein
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Mossel Bay

Knysna

Bitou

Average monthly household income (current prices), 2019

Source: 2021 Quantec, calculations by Urban Economics. 

Household income

At R20 650, average monthly household income in George municipality in 2019 

exceeded the average for the country, the province and Cape Town metro, as shown 

in the graph below. George municipality’s average monthly household income also 

surpassed that of its neighbours Mossel Bay, Knysna and Bitou. Published by WC 

Provincial Treasury, this data is sourced from Quantec, with calculations by Urban Econ.

While average household income in the metro and the province overall declined from 

2015 to 2019, the average household income of the coastal municipalities increased 

slightly—by 0.8% in George between 2015 and 2019.

Income distribution

Income data obtained from GeoTerraImage (GTI) for 2021 at subplace level allowed 

analysis of the income profile of households in the George study area, instead of the 

entire municipality.* The graphs to the right display the income distribution. In the 

George city area, 34% of total households earn R2 379 or less per month, while 72% 

earn approximately R12 000 or less per month. 

Monthly household income distribution for George city area (2021) n = 59 699

However, as noted earlier, the nature of income, as well as quantum, impacts on 

access to housing finance. Households with irregular, and/or informal income will 

be unable to access formal credit from a bank.

Source: ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021.

* The WC Department of Economic Development and Tourism also provided municipal level data for 2021. A comparison of the DEDT

and GTI data shows that the overall number of households at municipal level is close, but the GTI data has considerably more 

households at the bottom income segment. A comparison of the two data sources is provided in Appendix C. The GTI data is used in

this report because it was available at subplace level. 

**Includes data from 37 subplaces in George city area.
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Monthly household income distribution for George city area, %  (2021)
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Unmet housing needs – Informal settlements and backyard dwellings

Data sources: George Municipality, Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB), ESRI South Africa.

The presence of informal settlements and backyard dwellings in areas of the George 

city area, provide a sort of proxy for housing demand, indicating the number of 

households unable to find alternate, adequate accommodation which is affordable. 

The location of these dwellings may indicate areas of opportunity for settlements, or 

may express preferences for location with respect to formal or informal employment. 

Informal settlements and backyard dwellings in George city area (2016)

2019 Top structures survey

The top structures survey was undertaken 

by the Province as a GPS enhancement to 

the Western Cape Demand Database Pilot 

Project. Limited to the Thembalethu area, 

the survey focused on gathering socio –

economic data of people living in the 

informal settlements. A total of 2 962 

structures were captured during this survey. 

2021 Top structures survey

The 2021 top structures survey was done by 

a municipal service provider, GLS, with the 

aim of enabling the municipality to do 

infrastructure planning.  The GLS survey 

2021 included the George city area, 

Uniondale, Haarlem, Touwsranten, 

Kleinkrantz, and Wilderness Heights where 

there are existing informal settlements.  

As shown in the map, informal 

settlements and backyard dwellings 

within the George city area are 

centred in Blanco, Sea View, Conville, 

and Pacaltsdorp, just north of the N2. 

All lie within the urban edge, as 

denoted by the red perimeter.

As noted previously, without survey 

data of residents of informal settlements 

and backyard dwellings, we do not 

know the employment status, income, 

and housing needs of these residents. It 

may be that some of these households 

have an ability to pay, and could 

benefit from a serviced site 

programme, FLISP or social housing. We 

also do not have data on whether 

there is some formality in the structures 

erected in informal settlements and 

backyards, and the extent and nature 

of the housing needs. 



Rental market
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Rental rates

As noted above, the 2016 CS put the overall rental rate for George 

municipality at 18.4%. However subplace-level data on the percentage of 

households who rent is scarce. 

The most recent data on the  percent of households renting by sub place is 

only available from the 2011 Census, and indicated—at that time—overall 

30% of households in the entire municipality rented their accommodation. In 

the George city area alone, that percentage was lower at 28%. At that time, 

rental rates were highest in the neighbourhoods in the George CBD and 

central corridors (south of Hope Str. , south of Knysna Rd). 

The graph below displays Census 2011 figures for the George city area only. In 

terms of the size of rental units, 27% were 1-2 bedroom units, 16% were 3 

rooms, and 17% had 4 rooms back in 2011. However clearly these areas, and 

the rest of the George city area, has changed significantly in the last eleven 

years. The new Census 2021 data will provide much more recent figures.

Data source: 2011 Census. 



Summary of demand side assessment

Demand for affordable housing

Looking forward to 2035, densification is expected to stay within the urban edge of the George 

city area, with Heather Park, Glen Barrie, as well as Thembalethu, Pacaltsdorp and Blanco, 

identified as areas of growth in the next ten years. By 2035, an estimated 3 000 households will 

be added to the George city area. Disaggregated data on the  housing situation in the 

George city area is scarce. However the home ownership rate for George municipality as a 

whole was reported at 67% in 2016, with another 18% of households renting.

According to the George 2019 MSDF, approximately 16 000 housing opportunities are required 

to meet the housing backlog in the George city area, and it is estimated that over 28 000 

housing opportunities will be needed in the George city area by 2023.

Developers interviewed for this study reported that the demand for affordable housing in 

George is very high, although developers often prefer to operate in the higher end space. One 

estate agent said demand for stock in the range of R500 000 to R800 000 was high, and many 

enquiries were received for units under R600 000, however they did not have available 

properties in that price bracket. 

Affordability

George benefits from a fairly strong economy, with a GDPR per capita rate of R85 596 in 2020, 

1% higher than that of the province as a whole and the highest of the municipalities in the 

Garden Route District. Compared to the other four study areas, George also has a fairly low 

unemployment rate (14.2%), with nearly one quarter of the workforce employed in the informal 

sector.

Average monthly household income in George is R20 650, the highest of all four study areas. A 

household with this income could qualify for a mortgage of R836 500.* According to GTI data, 

approximately 82% of households earn less than the average. 

As shown in the table to the right, 42% of households in the George city area earn less than           

R3 500/month, 20% earn R3 5001-R8 000 per month, and 14.5% earn R8 001 – R16 000 per month. 

The following section explores whether there is a sufficient supply of houses in the price bracket 

which is affordable to these households. 
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Monthly household 
income bracket **

No. of 
households

Percent of total 
households

House affordable 
to household at 

lowest end of the 
bracket *

House affordable 
to household at 

top end of 
bracket

R0 - R3 500 25 039 41.9% --- R142 112

R3 501 - R8 000 12 037 20.2% R142 112 R328 887

R8 001 - R16 000 8 659 14.5% R328 887 R649 654

R16 001 - R30 000 5 586 9.4% R649 654 R1 218 103

R30 000 - R50 000 3 620 6.1% R1 218 103 R2 030 171

R50 001 - R100 001 3 056 5.1% R2 030 171 R4 060 343

> R100 000 1 696 2.8% R4 060 343 ---

Total 59 692 100.0%

George city area household income brackets and affordable housing purchase 
price (2021)

Source: ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021. Own calculations.

*Assuming a 7.75% interest rate, loan tenor of 20 years, 10% deposit, 30% housing premium to income ratio,  and no FLISP. 

Also assuming the household has a regular formal income and is not accessing other finance. See cautionary notes of 

methodology on page 28. 

** The GTI income brackets shown on page 13 have been converted here to standard income brackets. The conversion 

assumes the number of households is evenly spread across the income bracket, which may not be true. The total number 

of households in this table differs slightly from the total on page 13 because of the conversion.

George city area household income brackets and affordable housing 

purchase price (2021) *

* Assuming a 7.75% interest rate, loan tenor of 20 years, 10% deposit, 30% house premium 

to income ratio, and no FLISP. Also assuming the household has a regular formal income 

and is not accessing other finance. See cautionary notes of methodology on page 28. 

Source: Own calculations.

*Assuming a 7.75% interest rate, loan tenor of 20 years, 10% deposit, 30% housing premium to income ratio, and no FLISP. 

Also assuming the household has a regular formal income and is not accessing other finance. See cautionary notes of 

methodology on page 29. 

R 142 112
R 328 887

R 649 654

R1 218 103

R2 030 171

R4 060 343

R0 - R3 500 R3 501 - R8 000 R8 001 - R16 000 R16 001 - R30

000

R30 000 - R50

000

R50 001 - R100

001

Monthly household income bracket

House affordable to household at highest end

of income bracket



Supply side assessment
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Total residential property – Housing stock by market segment

* NB: As noted in the Data Sources section above, the data purchased from Lightstone, and detailed in the Supply and Market Activity sections of 
this report, reflects only the Census sub-places contained within the study area, as well as the relevant portions of additional sub-places which are 
also within the study area. The deeds data therefore reflects the study area, and not the entire municipality. 

As shown in the map above, entry level and affordable housing is 

centred in Thembalethu, Conville, and Blanco while higher value 

properties are located in the northern parts of George in private 

estates. 

Market segmentation allows for analysis of how categories of properties have performed differently over 

time. Most properties under R300 000 were developed through government intervention with resale 

restrictions for houses under eight years old. Properties between R300 000 and R1.2 million are of current 

interest to government, investors and developers keen on providing more affordable housing, while houses 

valued over R1.2 million typically trade in more conventional and organic ways. 

Market segmentation

The total value of the residential property market of the George city area was is R38.7 billion in 2021, having 

increased 6.2% from 2020, and an average of 5.5% per annum over the last five years.* Approximately 41% 

of the 34 071 residential properties in the George city area are in the entry market, 7.8% are in the 

affordable market, and 9.5% are in the conventional market. The remaining properties (42%)are valued 

over R900 000, and thus would require a monthly household income of approximately R22 200 in order to 

purchase with a mortgage. (This calculation—and others in this report—assume a 7.75% interest rate, 20-

year loan tenor, 10% deposit, 30% housing premium to income ratio, and no FLISP subsidy.)

In sum, the majority (58%) of the residential property market for the George city area is valued R900 000 or 

less. Approximately 5 860 properties fall in the bracket between R300 000 and R900 000. 
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The Lightstone data for the study area as of 31 December 2021 includes 34 071 

residential properties in total, while the George Valuation Roll (as of 1 February 2022) 

contains fewer properties--33 901 residential properties---a difference of 0.5% or just 

170 properties.  

The difference between the total residential stock counts of Lightstone and the 

municipal valuation roll are to be expected, for a number of reasons. Firstly, there 

may be a difference in timing between the date that the municipality published 

their roll, and the updated data from the Deeds Office and Surveyor General which 

Lightstone uses for its count at any point in time.* Second, the municipality may 

categorise residential properties differently than Lightstone. Finally, municipalities 

may undervalue properties in order to avoid widespread disputes over rates. 

Having acknowledged these differences in methodology, a comparison of the two 

datasets is still valuable as it provides a more detailed picture of the market. 

Furthermore, the municipal valuation roll permits sight into the market segment 

above R1.2 million.

The graph to the right compares the data from the two sources and shows that the 

number of properties in the entry level market below R300 000 is substantially less in 

the Lightstone data (approximately 3 700 properties). The opposite is true at the 

higher end of the market over R1.2 million, where the Lightstone count is nearly 5 000 

properties more than the Valuation Roll. 

Although the overall count of residential properties is similar for the two datasets, the 

George Valuation Roll has a larger share of lower value properties, as shown in the 

bottom graph. The Lightstone data has only 41% of residential properties valued 

under R300 000 (entry market), while the George VR puts that figure at 52%. The 

opposite is true at the top end of the market: while the Lightstone deeds data 

indicates 37% of residential properties are valued over R1.2 million, the George VR 

data only indicates 22%. 

Number of properties by market segments: George VR and Lightstone data (2021)

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. George Valuation Roll, 1 Feb 2022. 
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* The General Valuation Roll was implemented on 1 July 2018. Since then several 

supplementary valuation rolls was done to maintain the data. The VR analysed here is 

an updated copy of the VR as June 2022.

Lightstone’s valuation methodology

Lightstone’s valuation approach is broadly based on three methodologies and uses a 

combination of these methodologies to estimate the value of a property at a given point in time:

1. Repeat sale valuation of the property: A previous sale price is inflated to current value using 

the Lightstone Residential Property Price Indices.  Properties may have an extremely low 

purchase prices and as such these prices are often not used to generate a repeat sale 

valuation, but may sometimes be utilised where it appears that there are volumes that 

carried similar sale prices in the area.

2. Comparable sales valuation: This methodology uses comparable sales in the area in recent 

times inflated to current value using the Lightstone Residential Property Price Index. If low 

value sales occurred in the area, these values will affect the comparable sale valuation 

downwards.

3. Third party valuations: These are valuations completed by third parties such as municipalities 

and physical valuers which Lightstone uses as input at a property level in valuing a particular 

property. The Lightstone Residential Repeat Sale Indices is then used to bring historic 

valuations to current value.

Comparing Lightstone deeds data to the George Valuation Roll 



Comparing Lightstone deeds data to the George Valuation Roll 
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The analysis of the Lightstone data would thus suggest that 

there is a larger stock of high value property in the 

municipality than is captured currently in the George 

Valuation Roll. If this is true, this suggests an untapped rates 

base. On the other hand, the municipal valuation roll 

appears to do a better job of capturing lower value 

properties, which may be due to more ground-level data. 

It is noted that the residential exclusion threshold for George 

is R150 000, which means that 41% of properties on the Roll 

are not levied property rates at all, as their value falls under 

the threshold. This obviously has a major impact on 

municipal revenue and sustainability, also taking into 

consideration that its likely that many of the occupants of 

these units are also receiving free basic services. Apart from 

a revenue perspective, its critical that the municipality has a 

view of the lower end of the residential property market, in 

order to target interventions to stimulate the market and to 

understand its dynamics. 

Properties over R1.2 million

A critical drawback of the five market segments we use to 

analyse the deeds data from Lightstone is that all properties 

valued above R1.2 million are grouped together. Properties 

over R1.2 million are not separated into segments of        

R300 000 increments, which would allow for more detailed 

and nuanced understanding of the upper end of the 

property market. The reason for this is that the focus is on 

analysis of the affordable housing market, but nevertheless, 

greater disaggregation would provide a more complete 

view of the market. 

The graph on the left shows the number of residential 

properties valued over R1.2 million, as per the George VR, 

separated into increments of R300 000, up to R4.5 million. 

Number of properties over R1.2 m by market segment: George 

Valuation Roll (2021)
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Number of properties over R1.2 m by market 

segment: George VR (2022)
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There are fewer properties in each segment as the values 

rise. About 9% of all properties are valued R1.2 m - R1.5 m, 

and another 6% are valued R1.5 m - R1.8m. 

The graph to the right displays the Lightstone market 

segmentation, alongside the detailed market 

segmentation possible with the George VR data. 

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. George 

Valuation Roll, 1 Feb 2022. 
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Total residential property – Housing stock by property type

Property type categorization is particularly relevant 

because of its implications for affordability. Often estate 

properties are higher value, while sectional title—in some, 

but not all cases---offer a more affordable option. 

However, both properties in private estates and those in 

sectional title schemes would be charged levies, which 

creates an additional expense to the mortgage 

repayment, rates and service charges. 

Second, the property type is particularly relevant to an 

inclusionary housing policy as typically private estate 

properties are located outside the main urban areas, while 

sectional title units may be better located in relation to 

economic opportunities. 

Across the George city area, 82% of properties are freehold 

outside an estate, 14% are freehold title within private 

estates, and 3% are sectional title outside estates. All of the 

properties within estates in the George city area are 

freehold properties---there are no sectional title properties 

in estates. 

Property type by market segment

As shown in the graph to the right, within the George city 

area, 97% of freehold estate properties are in the luxury

market over R1.2 million—some of the largest being 

Kingswood Golf Estate in Heather Park and Mooikloof

Country Estate in Pacaltsdorp. 

The conventional market contains the bulk of sectional title 

properties (727), and in fact 22% of conventional market 

properties in the George city area are sectional title units.

While freehold properties (outside of estates) exist in every 

market segment, nearly all entry level properties are 

freehold properties outside estates. Notably, 94% of these 

entry level, freehold properties are government-subsidised. 



Comparing Lightstone deeds data to the George Valuation Roll  - Property types

The graphs below compare the data on the number of freehold and sectional title 

properties from the two data sources, the George Valuation Roll and the Lightstone 

deeds data. The George Valuation Roll does not distinguish between freehold estate 

and freehold properties (outside private estates). The two are not far off from each 

other: in total, the George VR has 94.7% freehold properties compared to 96.1% 

according to the Lightstone data. As shown in the graphs below, the difference in the 

numbers on freehold properties is most notable in the entry level market, where 

Lightstone has nearly 19 000 more entry level, freehold properties listed than in the VR. 

With respect to the sectional title properties, again Lightstone data reflects slightly more 

properties than is recorded in the VR (10% or 175 properties). The difference is most 

pronounced in the lower market segment, especially the conventional market segment 

between R600 000 and R900 000, where Lightstone include more than twice as many 

sectional title properties than the VR.  

Source:: George Valuation Roll, 1 February 2022. 
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Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. George Valuation Roll, 1 Feb 2022. 

The data in the George Valuation Roll enables us to look at the properties valued 

over R1.2 million, in smaller market segments, to get a sense of the distribution. The 

graph below shows freehold properties over R1.2 m as per the GVR—23% of total 

freehold properties. In the Lightstone data, 33% of freehold properties are in the 

luxury segment. The bottom graph looks at the sectional title properties valued over 

R1.2 million in the GVR. In the Lightstone data, 25% of sectional title properties are in 

the luxury segment, compared to 12% of sectional title properties on the GVR.

Number of freehold properties over R1.2 million by market segment: 

George Valuation Roll

Number of sectional title properties over R1.2 million by market segment: 

George Valuation Roll
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Comparing municipalities – By market segmentation, GSP and property type

The graphs on this page compare the George city area, Mossel Bay city area, 

Stellenbosch town and Paarl/Wellington with respect to: total value of 

residential property market, the number of residential properties by market 

segment, the share of government-subsidised properties, GSP, and property 

type. 

Market segmentation

With respect to the number of residential properties, the George city area has 

the largest portion of entry level properties (41%) amongst the four areas, but 

very few houses in the affordable and conventional market segments (under 

R900 000). This market composition is similar to neighbouring Mossel Bay, which 

has large proportions of properties valued under R300 000, and over R1.2m. 

Contribution of government housing programmes

The George city area has an unusually high number of houses built through 

government housing programmes.* Approximately 43% of the George city

* GSP are identified through a proxy which is applied by Lightstone the deeds data. See Appendix B. 

Total value of residential property markets and average annual growth rate (2017-2021) 

area is government-subsidized housing, making up 6.0% of the total value of the residential 

property market for the George city area. In contrast, the other three study areas have less than 

30% GSP (in terms of number of properties). Of the total GSP in George’s city area, 11% are valued 

over R300 000 and 94% are more than 8 years old. 

Property types

The overwhelming majority of the George city area’s residential property market is freehold title 

outside estates (81.3%), with 14.2% freehold estate properties and 4.5% sectional title (outside 

estates).  Amongst the four study areas, the George city area has the largest proportion of 

freehold properties, with Paarl/Wellington a close second at 78%. Although freehold estate 

properties only make up 14.5% of total properties, they account for 42% of the total value of the 

residential property market of the George city area. 
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2017 31.23 28.29 28.03 43.99

2018 33.02 29.45 29.02 46.97

2019 34.39 30.47 29.61 49.25

2020 36.39 32.15 30.89 51.94

2021 38.66 33.84 32.35 54.96
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Government-subsidised properties – Number and spatial distribution

Government-subsidised houses are not explicitly recognised or marked on the title 

deed, thus making it necessary to use a proxy to identify these properties. Our proxy 

is based on common programme characteristics of BNG/RDP houses—see

Appendix B for further detail. This analysis helps to understand the contribution of 

public investment in subsidised housing programmes, and the performance of these 

assets on the ground.

Notably, by virtue of the fact that the data is from the Deeds Office, these figures 

only include those subsidised houses where a title deed has been transferred to the 

beneficiary. According to the 2016 CS, title deed possession was low in George 

municipality (54%)—among both GSP and non-GSP properties. Due to the title deed 

backlog, these figures will not reflect those units delivered by government and 

handed over to beneficiary households who have not yet received a title deed. 

Subplace name No. of GSP

Share of 

total GSP 

in George 

city area

GSP as share 

of total 

properties in 

subplace*

No. of 

households 

(2021)**

No. of GSP over 8 

years as share of 

total GSP in 

subplace

Subplace share of 

GSP > 8 as share of 

total municipal GSP 

> 8

New Dawn City 911 6.2% 99% 1 440 100% 7%

Thembalethu SP 6 790 46.3% 96% 13 989 96% 47%

Borcherds 821 5.6% 92% 2 225 90% 5%

Conville 671 4.6% 89% 1 585 97% 5%

Parkdene 836 5.7% 84% 1 798 99% 6%

Lawaaikamp 447 3.0% 83% 807 98% 3%

Rosemoor 794 5.4% 58% 2 735 99% 6%

Pacaltsdorp 2 029 13.8% 56% 8 410 90% 13%

Ballotsview 458 3.1% 48% 2 004 74% 2%

Blanco 704 4.8% 35% 2 092 80% 4%

Levallia 155 1.1% 17% 1 412 94% 1%

Sea View 37 0.3% 8% 716 97% 0%

Groeneweid Park 16 0.1% 4% 840 94% 0%

14 669 40 053 94%

Number and location of GSP

George contains 14 669 GSP, making up 43% of residential properties in the George 

city area in 2021. The map below shows where the GSP are located, primarily in 

Thembalethu (46%) and Pacaltsdorp (14%). 

As shown in the table to the left, in six of these areas, 83%  or more of the residential 

properties are GSP, and in New Dawn City, essentially the entire neighbourhood of 

homes was built by government. These are older neighbourhoods, with almost all 

GSP over 8 years old, and fairly high populations compared to other subplaces. * 

Blanco and Ballotsview are two areas of more recent government housing delivery, 

which are more mixed, with a smaller portion of GSP    

Subplaces containing GSP in George city area (2021)

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. WC Department of Social Development. Population and Household Estimates created for 

Inclusionary Housing Project/Study, 2022. Own calculations.

Data sources: George 

Municipality, Municipal 

Demarcation Board 

(MDB), ESRI South Africa, 

Lightstone data as of 31 

December 2021. * The green shading indicates the percent of GSP in each subplace, with higher percentages in a 

darker shade. Similarly, the red shading reflects the total number of households in 2021. 

** The figures for number of households per subplace given here are from the WC DSD, which puts 

the total number of households in the George city area in 2021 as 52 579. The GTI data (pg. 13) 

has fewer total households for the city area: 59 699. 
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Government-subsidised properties – Performance and role of GSP

Value of GSP properties 

Together the 14 669 GSP in the George city area are 

valued at R2.3 billion in 2021, with an average value of 

R157 728. In 2021, 89% of GSP in the George city area 

were entry market properties valued under R300 000, 

with another 8% in the affordable segment valued 

R300 000 to R600 000, and just 3% in the conventional

market. 

As shown in the graph to the right, GSP dominate the 

entry level and affordable markets in the George city 

area: all but 6% of entry level properties were built by 

government, and 43% of residential properties in the 

affordable market (R300 000 – R600 000).  Thus, not 

only are most GSP in the entry market segment, most 

properties in the entry market segment are GSP. 

In some areas, GSP neighbourhoods have benefited 

from increased property values, as shown in the map, 

creating a more mixed value neighbourhood. In 

Pacaltsdorp, which is 56% GSP, the average price of 

GSP over 8 years old is R345 195, more than twice as 

much as GSP which are 8 years old or less. As a result 

of the appreciation, in Pacaltsdorp, 13.6% of the GSP 

are now in the conventional market, valued R600 000 

to R900 000. Overall in the George city area, the 

average value of GSP increases with age. GSP 0-8 

years in the George city area have an average value 

of R139 737, while the average value of GSP over 8 

years old is R158 857 (2021). 

However in a small number of areas, the average 

value of GSP has remained static or declined slightly 

with time (in nominal terms). For example, 

Thembalethu, home to nearly half of the GSP in the 

George city area, is 96% GSP, nearly all of which are

over 8 years old. In this neighbourhood, the average 

value of GSP over 8 years old is only R89 221. The low 

value may be due to poor maintenance (at house 

level), quality of construction, or wider neighbourhood

factors. 

Residential exclusion for property rates

Notably, the residential exclusion threshold as per the 

George rates policy is R150 000, meaning that the 

average resident occupying a GSP is only levied rates 

on 5% of their property’s value (or R7 728). Keeping in 

mind that GSP make up 43% of the residential 

properties in the city area, this is significant for 

municipal rates revenue. 
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Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.
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Rental market – Rental prices by property type and size

TPN Credit Bureau provides updated data on the rental market, however its 

important to note that these figures are for the municipality as a whole, and not 

only the George city area. 

By number of bedrooms

According to the TPN data, the average monthly rental for a 3 bedroom unit in 

2021 in George was R14 334, and for a 2 bedroom unit it was R7 471. 

Monthly rental prices for 2 and 3 bedroom units (2019-2021)

By property type

On average, rental prices for sectional title units are more affordable than 

freehold property. (Notably, the TPN data does not disaggregate freehold 

properties inside and outside of private estates.) 

According to TPN data, average rent was around R10 000/month for freehold 

properties  and around R6 000/month for sectional title units. The graphs below 

show the average rental price as well as the price range, from Q1 2020 to Q4 

2021. As at the final quarter of 2021, the minimum rental price was approximately 

R3 000/month for sectional title properties and R5 000/month for freehold 

properties. 

Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.

Target market

Assuming a benchmark of 30% of income spent on rent, the lowest-priced 

freehold property (R5 000/month) would be affordable to households with a 

minimum income of R16 670/month—which is 24% of households in the George 

city area.* A R3 000/month sectional title property would be affordable to 34% of 

George city area households. 

* Calculation based on income data from ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021. See page 

28 below. 
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Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.

Rental market – Rental price distribution

Rental price distribution

The graphs to the left display the distribution of rental units (< 3 room, 3 room and 

> 3 rooms) according to their rental price. Data is from TPN, for 2021. 

For freehold properties, the largest share of rental units with less than three rooms 

(approximately 36%) go for a rental price of R9 000/month. Most three bedroom 

units are in the range of R11 000 – R17 000 /month. Units with over three bedrooms 

are almost entirely in the upper rental price bracket. 

For sectional title properties, nearly 60% of 2-bedroom units rent for R5 500 – R6 000 

per month while smaller units with fewer bedrooms have a wider rental price 

range, mostly between R3 000 and R6 000 per month. Again, the larger rental 

units, with more than 2 bedrooms, are nearly all over R10 500 / month. 

According to our income data, this suggests that most 2 bedroom sectional title 

rental units would require an income of at least R18 330, which is 21% of George 

municipality households.

Rental price distribution (2021)

Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.

Views from estate agents and developers

According to one developer, average rental values in George range from R5 000 to 

R15 000 per month. 

An estate agent who was interviewed indicated their company had a range of 

rental properties available in George, including 2-bedroom flats from R6 000 - R7 000 

per month. Monthly rental prices for freehold houses (3 bedroom) just outside the 

George city area were from R8 500 while the same 3-bedroom units inside the city 

area went for R12 500/month.

Another estate agent operating in George indicated that the rental market in area 

was strong because of the high number of families semi-grating to the Southern 

Cape, contributing to a situation where there is insufficient stock to meet this 

demand. In his experience, monthly rent price range from R3 900 to R20 000, with 

affordable rental understood as the segment of R7 000 – R10 000 per month.



Summary of supply side assessment

Of the four study areas, George has the largest share of entry level 

properties (41%) by number of properties, largely due to the fact that 

43% of residential properties in George were built through government 

housing programmes. 

The lion’s share of the residential market of the George city area is 

regular freehold title, outside of private estates (82%). Estate properties 

are entirely freehold, and nearly all in the luxury market over R1.2 million. 

There are a limited number of sectional title properties in the 

conventional market (R600 000 to R900 000) which are more affordable. 

About 22% of conventional market properties are sectional title. 

GSP have a significant impact on the shape and character of the 

overall residential market: of the total 14 669 GSP in the George city 

area, the great majority (94%, or 13 803 houses) are over 8 years old and 

thus eligible to be formally sold on the resale market. 

Over 1 677 (or 11%)of these GSP were valued over R300 000 in 2021. The 

average value of GSP has risen an average of 4.7% per annum from 

2017 to 2021 (while the average value of non-GSP has increased by an 

average of 4.1% per annum). Given that GSP make up half of the area’s 

housing stock, their performance has a significant impact on the value 

of the overall residential property market in the George city area. 

The GSP are primarily located south of the N2, in more populated 

neighbourhoods, with the exception being the Blanco area to the north. 

Nearly all GSP are in neighbourhoods that are predominantly GSP. 

Approximately 47% of the old GSP stock are in Thembalethu.

The rental market in George is expensive, with the average 2-bedroom 

house renting for R7 471. Assuming 30% of income spent on housing, this 

would be unaffordable to the average household in George  (with an 

income of R20 650/month).
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Market segment 
(residential property value)

No. of 
properties in 
that market 

segment

% share of total 
properties in 
that market 

segment

Minimum monthly 
household income 

needed to purchase in 
this market segment*

Maximum monthly 
household income needed 
to purchase in this market 

segment

Entry level:  < R300 000 13 877 40.7% -- R7 300

Affordable: R300 000 - R600 000 2 641 7.8% R7 300 R14 750

Conventional: R600 000 - R900 000 3 223 9.5% R14 750 R22 200

High end: R900 000 -R1.2m 1 826 5.4% R22 200 R29 600

Luxury: > R1.2m 12 504 36.7% R29 600 --

Total 34 071 100%

* Assuming 7.75% interest rate, 20 year loan tenor, 30% premium to income ratio, 10% deposit and no FLISP. 

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. Own calculations.

Estimated household incomes required to purchase property with a mortgage, per market segment (2021)

Only 17% of residential properties (or approximately 5 900 houses) fall in the bracket 

between R300 000 and R900 000 (affordable and conventional market segments), which is 

theoretically accessible for purchase by households earning between R7 300/month and 

R22 200/month—see table above. Notably, with the average monthly household income 

for George (R20 650), a household could only afford a house priced R836 500—

conventional market.

About 42% of residential properties are valued over R900 000 (high end and luxury markets) 

and thus would require a monthly income of approximately R22 200 or more in order to 

purchase with a mortgage. This implies that they would be unaffordable to 82% of the 

households in the George city area.

Word of caution regarding affordability calculations

There are a number of important cautionary notes which should be raised with respect to these calculations:
• While house purchases below R1.2 million avoid transfer fees, there are other transfer costs which are not 

included here. See box on page 41.
• Not all households purchase in the market segment they can afford: some may have additional funds from a 

once-off source, and some may have other competing expenses that prohibit them from spending the 
benchmark figure of 30% on housing. 

• Some households may be living in properties that they accessed either by purchase or inheritance or gift, that 
today they could not afford to buy - in some cases properties appreciate faster than incomes. 



Views of estate agents and developers on affordable housing supply
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Interviews with estate agents and developers operating in the George city area 

provided additional perspective on the supply of affordable housing.

Developer appetite for affordable housing 

According to one developer with experience in affordable housing in the George area, 

the bulk of new housing developments in George are in the upper market segment, 

leaving an unmet demand for affordable housing. 

However, despite the substantial demand in this target market, many developers shy 

away from the affordable housing space in George. Developers often prefer to 

operate in the higher end space because affordable housing is considered too risky an 

enterprise. Developers who have been ‘burned’ with failed projects are very reticent to 

enter into this market.

Scarcity of low value properties

One estate agent explained that the most affordable property in their portfolio for sale 

is a 2-bed, 1 bath unit valued at R590 000. However these do not often go on the 

market because very few of them are available and there is a very high demand for 

such properties. They also have 4-bed houses at R1.5 and R1.6 million, and 2-bed, 2-

bath houses for R1.25 million.

Another estate agent indicated that some of the new developments in their portfolio 

are in a lower market segment: valued between R680 000 (1-bed) and R1 million (3-

bed). In their experience, units with an asking price between R500 000 and R800 000 are 

scarce and in some case the workmanship of those units is lacking, as developers and 

contractor try to reduce costs. 

The estate agent was also aware of RDP houses in George valued between R330 000 

and R420 000 which have gone on the market. 

A different estate agent noted that they had limited properties under R800 000: a 1-

bedroom house in Pacaltsdorp for R650 000, and 1 and 2 bedroom flats also under         

R800 000. 

Implications

Both the quantitative and qualitative data indicate that, although 58% of 
houses in the George city area are valued below R900 000, the largest 
portion of these units are older GSP valued below R300 000. Only 17% of 
properties are valued between R300 000 and R900 000, in a more affordable 
range. This leaves the remaining 42% valued over R900 000, and only 
affordable for purchase with a bond by households earning over R22 200 per 
month, which is more than the average household income for George 
municipality. 

Yet, despite the large share of low-value properties in the George city area, 
real estate practitioners report that available supply of affordable housing is 
minimal. This could possibly be due to the fact that the resale of GSP 
properties is not common, notwithstanding the large number of GSP in 
George that are over 8 years old. This hypothesis will be explored in the 
following section on market activity.



Current market activity
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New vs. resale market activity

Analysis of resale and new 
transactions provides a view into 
current market activity—which 
geographic areas are seeing 
more private development and 
new sales, and which properties 
are being traded more 
frequently, and where. 

In the George city area, as in the 
rest of the country, the resale 
market is nearly twice as large as 
the new build market, accounting 
for the great majority of sales. In 
2021, there were 1 349 resale 
transactions and 590 new 
transactions in the George city 
area. 

Despite the continuation of the 
pandemic and restrictions into a 
second  year, the market activity 
picked up significantly in 2021, 
compared to the first year of 
COVID-19. In 2020, there were just 
900 resale transactions and 151 
new transactions recorded. 

As shown in the graph, the George city area saw far more 

transactions over R1.2 million than below. Transactions of 

properties valued between R300 000 and R1.2 million were 

fewer than those in higher market segments. The exception 

was new construction in the entry market segment under   

R300 000, which was largely driven by the delivery of 

government-subsidized units. The new build and resale 

markets are analyzed separately in the following sections.



Market for new build – New transactions by market segment

Within the George city area, the volume of 

new transactions has been declining, starting 

prior to COVID in 2019 and continuing into 

2020.  The total number of new transactions 

dropped by 33% from 2019 to 2020, likely 

driven by the onset of the pandemic. 

However new transactions then climbed 

dramatically in 2021, increasing by 291% year 

on year. As shown in the graph to the right, 

the drop between 2019 and 2020 was 

primarily driven by a reduction in new sales 

of luxury properties, while the increase 

between 2020 and 2021 was  mainly driven 

by new build in the entry market. 

The 2019 MSDF estimated that an average of 

400 residential units are being developed 

each year, based on analysis of building 

plan applications. However the deeds data 

indicates that new transactions averaged 

262 a year between 2017 and 2020.  

Its important to note that new transactions 

includes both the sale of houses newly 

constructed by private developers, as well as 

the transfer of new subsidised units to 

government housing programme

beneficiaries. 

Thus, in 2021, the entirety of new transactions 

(99%-100%) in the entry market was due to 

public investment, not private developer 

construction in the entry level market: all 371 

of the new entry market transactions are 

GSP. And over the 2017-2021 period, on
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average 32% of all new transactions each year were 

attributable to government housing programmes. 

In 2021, there were 213 new non-GSP transactions in the 

George city area (36% of all new transactions), totaling R349 

million in value. Over the last five years, the number of new 

units built and sold by private developers (non-GSP) has 

averaged 202 per year.

As shown in the map to the right, the entry level new 

transactions in 2021—largely GSP—took place in New Dawn

City and Thembalethu, while the new sales of luxury 

properties over R1.2 million were centred in Kingswood

Gold Estate and Blanco.



Government housing delivery
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George housing pipeline

According to the Lightstone data shown in the graph below, the number of new registrations of 

GSP skyrocketed in 2021, to 377 units. Prior to 2021, the average number of new GSP registered at 

the Deeds Office each year was just 62. 

It must be emphasized again that the Lightstone figures only include those GSP where the 

beneficiary has received their title deed. In situations where this has not occurred yet, 

government delivery figures may outpace deeds records of new registrations of GSP. 

As shown in the map, there are a range of government housing projects in the George city area 

which are underway, or in different stages of implementation. The majority of projects are in 

planning and implementation stage, and some in pipeline stage.

In some cases, the project falls outside the urban edge, as is the case with Sandkraal. In some 

instances these areas are existing subsidised housing projects that include the extension of 

informal housing structures.
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New build market – New transactions by property type

Analysis of new transactions (excluding GSP) by property type sheds 

light on the type of units which developers are constructing and 

bringing onto the market within the George city area.

New units from private sector

The graphs below show the number of new transactions each year, 

by property type, excluding GSP. Over the last five years, the 

overwhelming majority of units built and sold by the private sector 

have been freehold properties in private estates, with an average of 

only 7% sectional title each year (15 units/year). 

As shown in the pie graph, in 2021, 84% of new non-GSP transactions 

were freehold houses in estates, 3% were sectional title units, and the 

remaining 13% were freehold units outside of estates. 
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Total new transactions

The bar graph to the right includes GSP, and thus gives an 

overall picture of new units being sold or transferred each 

year. The number of new affordable housing units coming 

onto the market in the range of R300 000 to R900 000 is quite 

small. In 2021, there were only 28 new transactions valued 

R300 000 to R900 000, most of which were freehold (outside 

an estate).  The six new sectional title units that were 

transferred in 2021 had an average value R905 000, and 

were located in Blanco (2), Bodorp, George Central (2) and 

George South.



Resale market – Secondary market sales
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Similar to the recent trend in new transactions, 

resale transactions in the George city area 

were dropping steadily since 2017, and then 

increased dramatically in 2021. The increase 

in transactions in 2021 was driven by a boost 

in sales of existing properties valued over R1.2 

million—the luxury market.

Resale transactions in 2021 included: 8% in the 

entry level market, 3% in affordable market, 

and 8% in conventional market. 

Over this five-year period, only 25-35% of 

resale transactions each year are under R1.2 

million. 

Resale transactions of GSP

A number of resale transactions each year 

are sales of existing GSP which are older than 

8 years (and thus no longer subject to sales 

restrictions). As noted previously, 94% of GSP in 

the George city area are over 8 years old, 

comprising total asset value of R2.19 billion. In 

2021, 151 of these GSP were sold on the resale 

market, at an average price of approximately 

R198 638. 

These resale transactions of GSP made up 

11%of all resale transactions in 2021. In fact, 

45% of the resale transactions below R1.2 

million in 2021 were sales of existing GSP, while 

100% of the resale transactions in the luxury

market were non-GSP. 

All but 2 of the 108 resale transactions in the entry market 

were cases of GSP changing hands, indicating that 

government housing programmes were responsible for 

nearly all of the stock for resale in the entry market. This 

underlines the critical importance of GSP properties, not 

only in their original delivery to beneficiary households, but 

also their role in providing a critical supply of affordable 

housing for households purchasing property on the resale 

market.  



Resale market – Resale transactions by property type

As shown in the graph to the 

right, the majority of resale 

transactions are of regular 

freehold properties outside of 

private estates. This is partially 

driven by the resale 

transactions of GSP—in fact, 

151 of the 710 freehold resale 

transactions in 2021 (or 21%) 

were sales of government-

subsidised housing. 

Forty percent of resale 

transactions in 2021 were 

freehold properties in private 

estates changing hands, most 

of these being sales in the 

luxury market over R1.2 

million, as shown in the graph 

to the far right. 

The remaining 7.4% of resale 

transactions were sectional 

title properties. One hundred 

sectional title properties were 

sold on the secondary market 

in the George city area in 

2021, compared to just 6 new 

sectional title units which 

were sold. 
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Spatial distribution of new vs. resale market activity
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These two graphs illustrate the 

marked differences between the 

new build and resale markets in 

the George city area. The new 

transaction activity in 2021 was 

centred in the south, below the 

N2 in New Dawn City and 

Thembalethu, driven by the 

delivery of government-

subsidised housing. There were 

also newly-built, high-value 

properties sold in Fancourt and 

Kingswood golf estates. 

However the resale activity was 

nearly entirely in the northern 

end of George, spread into the 

CBD and was overwhelmingly 

over R1.2 million. 



Churn – Levels of resale transactions by market segment
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Another important indicator of market activity is the churn rate. Churn rates measure the 

rate of formal (registered) turnover of the property market: the total number of formal 

repeat transactions divided by the total number of properties less new registrations, 

expressed as an annual ratio. It serves as a useful indicator for understanding how well 

filtering is happening within the property market, or whether markets in particular 

neighbourhoods are constrained.*

Churn can also indicate a level of market interest. More resale activity also brings new 

people into an area. Given apartheid’s legacy of racially-divided cities, neighbourhoods

with very low churn rates are unlikely to diversify quickly. Its also important to note that a 

low churn rate (as reflected in the deeds data) will not include informal transactions.

Prior to the pandemic, the churn rate in the George city area had been falling, from 

4.3% in 2017, to a low of 2.7% in 2020. However, resale activity picked up in 2021, with an 

increased churn rate of 4.1%.   The graph below shows how the churn rate for the 

George city area compares to the other four study areas. The George city area, 
Churn rate by market segment (2017-2021)

Churn rate for four study areas (2017-2021)

Stellenbosch town and Paarl/Wellington have followed the same pattern over this 

five-year period, while the churn rate in the Mossel Bay city area has been 

consistently higher.

Churn rates by market segment

Churn varies significantly between market segments, with higher value properties 

changing hands more frequently than lower value properties. While the top market 

segment of properties worth more than R1.2 million have relatively high churn rates 

– reaching 8.21% in 2021—the bottom entry level market segment of properties 

worth less than R300 000 have churn rates of 0.83% in the same year. For properties 

in the affordable market, the churn rate is also low, 1.37%. This means that 

properties in those market segments are not selling – the potential benefits of 

filtering are not being realised.

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Under R300 000 0.77% 0.73% 0.92% 0.60% 0.83%

R300 000 to R600 000 2.70% 2.31% 1.98% 1.04% 1.37%

R600 000 to  R900 000 5.08% 4.52% 4.38% 2.24% 3.42%

R900 000 to R1.2m 4.97% 3.78% 4.12% 3.61% 4.74%

Over R1.2m 9.10% 8.06% 6.59% 5.49% 8.21%
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

George city area 4.3% 3.9% 3.5% 2.7% 4.1%

Mossel Bay city area 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 3.8% 6.1%

Stellenbosch town 4.0% 3.4% 3.0% 2.5% 4.0%

Paarl/Wellington 3.3% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 3.6%
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* See Appendix D for a full explanation of filtering, and its 

importance to access to affordable housing.



Churn – Turnover of GSP
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Churn rates (2021)  by property type and GSP or non-GSP (2017-2021)Churn rates by property type

Resale market transaction rates (or churn) also vary significantly by property type. 

Freehold and sectional title properties within private estates both have relatively high 

levels of turnover – 3-4 times larger than regular freehold properties outside an estate 

(including GSP). This suggests a more vibrant market within private estates in the 

George city area, and substantial market interest in these property types. While churn 

rates inside private estates dropped prior to the pandemic, and then rebounded in 

2021, the churn rate for freehold properties outside estates has remained essentially 

stagnant, averaging 2.4%. 

Churn rates of government-subsidised properties

The analysis by property type indicates that the very low levels of churn with freehold 

properties outside estates, is responsible for a lower overall average of 4.09% across 

the George city area. This is partly due a very small churn rate for GSP—just 1.1% in 

2021. In part, this is due to the 8-year preemptive clause attached to government-

subsidized properties, but the impact of the Housing Act restriction on GSP sale is 

limited, given that 94% of GSP in the George city area are over 8 years old and can 

be transacted freely. The low resale activity of older GSP houses is a cause for 

concern, as the small churn rate indicates that home owners are not realizing the 

asset value of their property. 
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First time home buyers
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FTHB as share of total transactions

First time home buyers (FTHB) are a critical force in the residential property market, 

particularly the affordable housing segment, making up 42% of total transactions in 

the George city area last year. In 2021, 817 households in the George city area 

became home-owners for the first time—of which 46% received a new house from 

government. 

As shown in the middle graph, transactions by FTHB rose dramatically in 2021, more 

than doubling in the second year of the pandemic. Likely influenced by the record-

low interest rates in 2020, the number of bonded FTHB transactions rose 45% — from 

157 in 2019 to 228 in 2020. 

New vs. resale

The new build market is the primary means for first-time home buyers to enter the 

market. Due to the contribution of government housing programmes, most first time 

homeowners move into a new unit, while the remaining 47% purchase an existing 

house. 

However, if a family is not able to receive a new GSP, their most likely option for 

acquiring a home is to purchase an existing property. More households become new 

home-owners by buying on the resale market, than by purchasing new affordable 

housing units from private developers. 



First time home buyers – How do households step onto the property ladder?

How do FTHB step onto the property ladder?

As shown in the pie graph below, the data indicates 

that the main avenues for households to become 

homeowners is to receive a GSP (46%) or to buy an 

existing property on the resale market (non-GSP) (35%). 

Only 12% of FTHB purchase an existing GSP on the 

resale market—102 households in the George city area 

in 2021.

Although the focus in the affordable housing sector 

tends to be on building less expensive units for new 

home buyers, just 7% (less than 60 households) of first 

time home buyers buy a new unit from a private 

developer.
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Transfer payments and other costs associated 

with buying a house

For first-time homebuyers, there can be many 

unexpected associated costs to purchasing a 

home including VAT, bond initiation fees, bond 

registration fees and monthly loan account 

administration fees. However, the largest 

additional costs for a home-buyer are the 

transfer fees, and transfer duty payments. 

Transfer fees are paid to the attorneys who 

complete the transaction paperwork and are 

typically the largest portion of the total transfer 

costs—ranging from R23 000 to R35 000 for a 

R1.2 million house. 

Transfer duty payments are owed to the South 

African Revenue Service (SARS). Homes valued 

below the threshold of R 1 million are exempt 

from any duty payments. If the house is R1 

million - R1.375 million, 3% of the value over R1 

million is owed. The percentage owed continues 

to climb as the value of the house increases. 

Transfer duty payments are exempt for those 

who acquire a house through marriage, 

divorce, inheritance, or if a property purchase is 

canceled before it is registered at the Deeds 

Office.

The threshold adjustment for transfer duty 

payments took effect on March 1, 2020, prior to 

which the threshold was R900 000. This 

adjustment specifically enacted to aid those 

trying to enter the property market.

By market segment

Market segment analysis provides an indication of 

the nature of the demand by first time home buyers. 

In the George city area, 58% of all FTHB are 

purchasing properties under R600 000. 

However if we exclude FTHB who are beneficiaries of 

government-subsidised housing from the equation, 

then only 35% of FTHB are buying houses under    

R900 000, 11% are buying units in the high end 

market, and 56% are purchasing in the luxury market 

over R1.2 million. Thus most first time home buyers are 

not purchasing affordable housing. 



Mortgage market – New and resale bonded transactions

An analysis of bonded transactions provides a picture of the health of 

the mortgage market and the degree of confidence by the financial 

sector in the residential property market. In 2021, 35% (or 688) of all 

transactions in the George city area were bonded: of which, 88% were 

resale & 12% new transactions. 

The graphs at the top right show the number of bonded transactions in 

each market segment—both new and resale. Overall, only 14% of new 

transactions were bonded, although this number is impacted by the 

number of GSP which are transferred to beneficiaries, obviously without 

a bond. As noted above, just 31% of the new transactions in 2021 were 

non-GSP. Of these 213 new transactions of non-GSP, only 39% were 

bonded, meaning that approximately 60% of the households who 

bought a new house from a developer in the George city area, did not 

require financing to do so. The majority (86%) of these new houses that 

were purchased with cash were valued over R1.2 million.

In total, 45% of all resale transactions were bonded. Of the 604 bonded 

resale transactions, only 5% were GSP. 

As would be expected, banks primarily lend to the top of the market. 

Only 7% of resale transactions below R300 000 were bonded, 

compared to 47% of resale transactions of homes valued R1.2 million or 

more.

In an area such as George with a large number of wealthy residents, 

non-bonded transactions could be the result of high-income buyers 

(some from outside the province) who don’t require financing  (e.g. 

Kingswood Golf Estate), or low income households who can’t access a 

mortgage (e.g. Thembalethu). It may also be that these homes were 

purchased with non-mortgage loans. In the George city area, 

excluding new GSP registrations, only 44% of all transactions in 2021 

were bonded, meaning that 56% of households (874 transactions) 

managed to buy a house cash (bottom graph). This proportion is low 

compared to Drakenstein at 62%, but higher than neighbouring Mossel 

Bay, where only 34% of transactions (excluding new GSP) were 

financed with a bond.
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44% bonded (2021) 33% bonded (2021) 55% bonded (2021) 67% bonded (2021)

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. 
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Resale of GSP

Given that 43% of residential properties in George are GSP, 

and 94% of those are older than 8 years and thus eligible to 

be sold, the resale of older GSP is a significant potential 

supply of affordable housing for low income families, 

especially first time home buyers. 

As noted above, in the George city area in 2021, there were 

a total of 151 resale transactions of GSP, making up just 11% 

of total resale transactions that year.

Despite the stock of GSP growing each year, this secondary 

resale market activity is not increasing. The number of GSP 

sold each year in George has gone up and down, but has 

averaged 133 a year. However---apart from 2021—in each 

year more households have bought an existing GSP than 

have received a new GSP. 

As shown in the map to the right, GSP resale 

transactions in 2021 were concentrated in 

Pacaltsdorp and Thembalethu, with higher 

value GSP being sold in Pacaltsdorp. 

The number of older GSP in the George city 

area suggests a large potential market, which 

could provide more affordable stock for low 

income households, thus enabling filtering.
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GSP resale transactions – Bonded and non-bonded
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Mortgages for GSP purchases

Of the 151 GSP resale transactions in the George city area in 

2021, only 29—or 19%--were bonded. The number of bonded 

resale transactions of GSP has not increased significantly over 

the last 5 years, despite the potential stock for resale. 

The graph below compares the number of bonded and non-

bonded resale transactions of GSP in 2021, by market 

segment. There were very few bonded transactions of GSP in 

the entry level market below R300 000, in comparison to the 

total number of GSP resale transactions in this market 

segment. 

However GSP that were sold in the affordable segment were 

more likely to be financed by a mortgage (11 of the 19 

transactions), suggesting the banks are slightly more 

comfortable with this market segment. 

Bonded and non-bonded resale transactions of GSP by market 

segment (2021)
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Bonded GSP sales by location

Although the resale of GSP is fairly spread across the 

George city area, banks are issuing bonds for these 

transactions almost exclusively in Pacaltsdorp—where 16 

of the 50 sales of GSP were bonded. Over 55% of total 

bonded transactions for GSP in 2021 in the George city 

area were in Pacaltsdorp, suggesting this neighbourhood

is developing an active resale and mortgage market.  

Bonded resale transactions of GSP by subplace (2021)

Bonded GSP sales by lender

The pie graph displays the market share of 

each bank in bonded resale transactions of 

GSP in 2021. By far, the predominant lender in 

this market is Standard Bank, who financed 16 

GSP purchases in 2021. 

Bonded resale transactions of GSP by lender (2021)
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Mortgage market – Bonded transactions by lender and property type

By lender

In total, 688 bonds were issued for new and resale 

transactions in 2021, over half of which were issued by 

Standard Bank and Absa. 

However, if we focus specifically on bonds for transactions 

under R600 000, the picture shifts. Only 4% (or 28 bonds) 

were issued for residential properties valued at R600 000 or 

below in 2021, of which the overwhelming majority (79%) 

were issued by Standard Bank.  In the entry level market, 

only eight bonds were issued in 2021.
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By geographic area

As shown in the map below, in 2021 the banks 

were primarily lending in Blanco (73 bonds) 

and Kingswood Golf Estate (58), as well as 

Pacaltsdrop, Denneoord, Heather Park and 

George South. The graphs to the right zero in 

on Blanco and Kingswood, showing how 

nearly 90% of the bonds were for over R1.2 

million, and were mainly issued by Absa and 

Standard Bank.

By property type

Of the total bonds issued in the George city area in 2021, 56% 

were for freehold properties, 35% for freehold title in private 

estates, and 9% for sectional title properties (outside an estate). 

The rate of bonded transactions was highest for sectional title 

(56% of sectional title purchases were done with a mortgage), 

compared to 34%-35% for freehold and freehold estate 

properties. 
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Rental market – Rental yields

Rental yields and data on the percentage of tenants in good standing are both key 

indicators for understanding current activity in the rental market. Its again important 

to note that this data from TPN is for the entire municipality, not just the George city 

area.

Rental yields

Rental yields provide an indication to landlords and potential landlords which 

properties would be profitable to rent out.  Since 2010, for both freehold and 

sectional title properties, the rental yield in George municipality has generally been 

lower than the average rental yield in the country. 

Gross rental yield for freehold property in George municipality slightly exceeded the 

national figure at the end of 2021 – approximately 7.3%. Effective yield (taking into 

account outstanding rental payments) sat at 6.0%. 

The yield on sectional title is slightly better than for freehold. The gross rental yield for 

sectional title properties in George municipality was approximately 9% at the end of 

2021, while the effective yield was approximately 7.2%. The rental yield for sectional 

title for George municipality thus falls 1-3 percentage points below the national 

average. 

Percentage of tenants in good standing

The percentage of tenants in good standing reflects the number of tenants who are 

up to date with their monthly payments,* and serves as another indicator of 

profitability for landlords. The indicator took a heavy hit in the second quarter of 

2020, due to the economic impact of COVID and associated lockdowns. At that 

time the national average dropped to 74%. Since then the national average for 

percentage of tenants in good standing has substantially recovered, reaching 

81.4% at the end of 2021.

At the end of 2021, the good standing rate for George municipality (83.47%) was 

better than both the national average and the provincial average (82.54%). 

Rental yields (2010-2021)

Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.

* Tenants in good standing includes those who have paid 

on time, those paying within the grace period, and those 

who have paid late. 

Effective rental yields for four municipalities (Q4 2021)

Source : TPN Credit Bureau, Investor Reports March 2022.
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Summary of current market activity

Despite the continuation of the pandemic and restrictions into a second  year, 

residential market activity in the George city area picked up significantly in 2021, 

compared to the first year of COVID-19. The resale market is nearly twice as large as 

the new build market, with 590 new transactions and 1 349 resale transactions in 2021. 

New build market

The drop in new transactions between 2019 and 2020 was primarily driven by a 

reduction in new sales of luxury properties, while the increase between 2020 and 2021 

was mainly driven by new build in the entry market. 

The entirety of new transactions (99%-100%) in the entry market in 2021 was due to 

public investment, not private developer construction in the entry level market. Over  

2017-2021 period, on average 32% of the all new transactions each year were due to 

government housing programmes. 

Within the private sector, in 2021, there were 213 new non-GSP transactions in the 

George city area (36% of all new transactions), totaling R349 million in value. Over the 

last five years, the overwhelming majority of units built and sold by the private sector 

have been freehold properties in estates, with an average of only 7% sectional title 

each year (15 units/year). 

Resale market 

Similar to the recent trend in new transactions, resale transactions in the George city 

area were dropping steadily since 2017, and then increased dramatically in 2021. The 

increase in transactions in 2021 was driven by a boost in sales of existing properties 

valued over R1.2 million—the luxury market. Resale transactions in 2021 included: 8% 

in the entry level market, 3% in the affordable market, and 8% in the conventional 

market. 

Performance of government-subsidised properties

All but 6% of the approximately 14 700 GSP in the George city area are over 8 years 

old, comprising a total asset value of R2.19 billion. In 2021, 151 of these GSP were sold 

on the resale market, at an average price of approximately R198 638. 
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98% of the 108 resale transactions in the entry market in 2021 were cases of GSP 

changing hands, indicating that government housing programmes were 

responsible for nearly all of the stock for resale in the entry market. 

Freehold and sectional title properties

Forty percent of resale transactions in 2021 were freehold properties in private 

estates changing hands, most of these being sales in the luxury market over R1.2 

million. Only 7.4% of resale transactions were sectional title properties: 100 

sectional title properties were transacted on the secondary market in the George 

city area in 2021, compared to just 6 new sectional title units which were sold. 

First time home buyers 

First time home buyers are a critical force in the residential property market, 

particularly the affordable housing segment, making up 42% of total transactions 

in the George city area last year. In 2021, 817 households in the George city area 

became home-owners for the first time—of which 46% received a new house from 

government. 

Due to the contribution of government housing programmes, most first time 

homeowners move into a new unit. However, if a family is not able to receive a 

GSP, their most likely option for acquiring a home is to purchase an existing 

property. More households become new home-owners by buying on the resale 

market, than by purchasing new affordable housing units from private developers. 

Excluding new GSP beneficiaries, only 35% of FTHB are buying houses under     

R900 000, 11% are buying units in the high end market, and 56% are purchasing in 

the luxury market over R1.2 million. 

Mortgage market activity

In the George city area, excluding new GSP registrations, only 40% of all 

transactions in 2021 were bonded, meaning that 60% of households (1 053 

transactions) managed to buy a house cash or with non-mortgage financing. This 

proportion is low compared to Paarl/Wellington (60%), but higher than the Mossel 

Bay city area (33%).
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What is the profile of housing in the George city area?
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In order to better understand the implications of the 

above analysis on inclusionary housing, we return to the 

key questions set out for this study:

What is the profile of housing in the city? – by market 

segment, property type, neighbourhood

What is the state of the residential market currently? –

in terms of market performance, activity, key players, 

government and private sector delivery

What is the affordability gap? – where is affordable 

housing needed, how much and what type? what is 

the target market for the affordable housing market?

Is there an active property development market that 

would make the application of an inclusionary 

housing policy viable?

This concluding section of the report pulls together the 

main points of the above analysis to identify the 

characteristics and trends of the residential property 

market in the George city area which would critically 

impact on the success of an inclusionary housing policy.

The residential property market in the George city area 

is characterized by a large portion of older GSP at the 

lower end of the market, located chiefly in 

Thembalethu and Pacaltsdorp. There are very few 

residential properties in the affordable space between 

the existing GSP stock—nearly all valued under R300  

000—and the higher end properties valued over R1.2 

million. Only 17% of properties are valued between 

R300 000 and R900 000. In George, new ‘affordable’ 

housing in private developments sells for closer to R900 

000 – R1 million at a minimum. The net result is a 

lopsided picture with 41% of properties valued under 

R300 000, 37% over R1.2 million, and a narrow slice of 

properties valued in the middle, between R300 000 

and R1.2 million. 

Spatially, the area is divided with respect to property 

values. The higher value residential properties are 

almost entirely in the northern end of George, many of 

which are in private estates. The lower value properties 

are located south of the N2 in Thembalethu, New 

Dawn City and Pacaltsdorp, with a growing area of 

entry and affordable residential properties in the 

neighbourhoods around the Garden Route Mall, in 

Conville and Parkdene. 

Because of the large number of GSP, 82% of residential 

properties are freehold outside an estate—these are 

primarily in the lower market segments. There are 

approximately 1 500 sectional title properties (3%), 

nearly half of which are in the conventional market , 

R600 000 to R900 000. The remaining 14% of properties 

are located in private up-market estates, north of the 

N2, all valued over R1.2 million.

Only 6% of the nearly 14 700 GSP in George are under 

8 years old, and thus subject to the sales restriction. 
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Over 60% of the GSP are contained in just two areas: 

Thembalethu and Pacaltsdorp. Thembalethu, with 

nearly 14 000 households, is essentially an entirely 

GSP neighbourhood with older stock which is mostly 

valued under R300 000, as well as a large share of 

George’s informal settlements. 

The overall profile of housing in the George city area 

is therefore fairly skewed towards the bottom end, 

with nearly half the properties built by government, 

located in the southern end of the city, and valued 

under R300 000. 

Source: George Valuation Roll, 1 February 2022. 
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Market activity in the George city area follows clear patterns. With respect to 

new residential construction, four key points shape the market. First, it is clear that 

government is a major developer. Over the period 2017-2021, an average of 32% 

of new transactions each year (262 units/year) were GSP. 2021 was somewhat of 

an anomaly, as government delivery shot up to 371 units, so that government 

was responsible for 64% of the new build in the George city area in the second 

year of the pandemic. 

Second, the private sector is clearly focused on the top end of the market—

private developers are almost exclusively building houses valued over R1.2 million 

in private residential estates. In 2021, for example, 86% of new units built and sold 

by private developers were valued over R1.2 million. Over the last five years, the 

overwhelming majority of units built and sold by the private sector have been 

freehold properties in private estates; in 2021, this proportion was 84%. 

Third, the only developer and builder who is producing affordable housing at 

any scale is government, building fully-subsidized units valued below R300 000. In 

2021, government was responsible for all 371 new registrations of houses valued 

under R300 000. And fourth, virtually no new houses priced between R300 000 

and R900 000 are being built in the George city area: only 36 homes in 2021, of 

which 6 were part of government housing projects. 

The net result is that there is a dual delivery system of new residential properties—

private developers build homes in estates selling for over R1.2 million, and new 

houses at the bottom end of the market, under R300 000, are fully-subsidized by 

government. Virtually no new homes are built in the price range in between; just 

6% of new transactions in 2021 were valued between R300 000 and R1.2 million. 

The resale market has a similarly uneven pattern. Although a large portion of 

housing stock in the George city area is in the entry market under R300 000, 

the majority of property transactions and market activity is chiefly at the top 

end of the market: 43% of properties are valued under R300 000 but only 8% of 

resale transactions are in this market segment. Approximately 75% of resale 

transactions in 2021 were for residential properties valued over R1.2  million. 

Resale activity at the lowest end of the market is minimal. This is despite the 

fact that the bulk of low-value properties are GSP and the great majority of 

these are older GSP stock that is eligible to be sold (approximately 13 800 

units). The resale market for GSP is largely inactive, with a churn rate of only 

0.8% (only 151 GSP properties being sold in 2021) compared to nearly 7% for 

non-GSP properties. In 2021, 151 of these GSP were sold on the resale market, 

at an average price of approximately R198 638. 

As a result of the very low churn rates at the low end of the market, filtering is 

not taking place. This is important because, without turnover at the lower end 

of the ladder, current homeowners (both GSP and not) are unable to realise

the asset wealth of their properties and move up the ladder. Overall in the 

George city area, the average value of GSP increases with age. GSP 0-8 

years in the George city area have an average value of R139 737, while the 

average value of GSP over 8 years old is R158 857 (2021). In total, currently 

R2.19 billion in asset wealth is locked in GSP over 8 years old in the George city 

area. 

Furthermore, if the GSP resale market is not moving, there is insufficient stock 

available for low-income households to step onto the property ladder and 

purchase units in their entry-level price range. In 2021, the only properties 

available on the secondary market for sale in the under-R300 000 market 

segment were GSP. Meaning that, if the GSP resale market is constrained, 

there is virtually no available stock of low-value property for resale. 

Households who cannot afford a house over R300 000 must wait to be 

allocated a new GSP, rent and/or stay in informal settlements. 
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Churn rates vary significantly between market segments, with higher value 

properties changing hands more frequently than lower value properties. While the 

top market segment of properties worth more than R1.2 million have relatively high 

churn rates – reaching 8.21% in 2021—the bottom entry level market segment of 

properties worth less than R300 000 have churn rates of 0.83% in the same year. 

Market activity also  has a distinctive spatial pattern, with some neighbourhoods

seeing much more turnover. As shown in the map below, the highest churn rates in 

2021 were in the areas of Kingswood Golf Estate (15.5%), King George Park (8.23%) 

Eden George (7.65%) and Campher’s Drift (7.24%).

Mortgage market activity in the George city area is perhaps less than might be 

expected. Excluding new GSP registrations, only 44% of all transactions in 2021 were 

bonded, meaning that 56% of households (874 transactions) managed to buy a 

house cash. It could be that these households are unable to access credit, or that 

they purchased the home with non-mortgage finance. However, given that most 

non-bonded transactions (excluding GSP) were in the luxury segment over R1.2 

million, its likely that these are buyers who don’t require financing because they 

have the equity from their previous home. 

As might be expected, banks are mainly lending for higher-value purchases. Only 

4% (or 28 bonds) were issued for residential properties valued at R600 000 or below in 

2021, of which the overwhelming majority (79%) were issued by Standard Bank.  In 

the entry level market, only eight bonds were issued in 2021. Of the 151 GSP resale 

transactions in the George city area in 2021, only 29—or 19%--were bonded.

Lastly, rental properties in the George city area are fairly expensive. For the George 

municipality as a whole, average rent was around R10 000/month for freehold 

properties  and around R6 000/month for sectional title units. As at the final quarter 

of 2021, the minimum rental price was approximately R3 000/month for sectional title

properties and R5 000/month for freehold properties. 

The rental market is quite favourable from the perspective of the landlord or 

investor. Gross rental yield for freehold property in George municipality slightly 

exceeded the national figure at the end of 2021 – approximately 7.3%. Effective

yield (taking into account outstanding rental payments) sat at 6.0%.  The yield on 

sectional title is slightly better than for freehold. The gross rental yield for sectional 

title properties in George municipality was approximately 9% at the end of 2021, 

while the effective yield was approximately 7.2%. The rental yield for sectional title 

for George municipality thus falls 1-3 percentage points below the national 

average. 

What is the state of the residential market currently? – Market activity and lending
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Market segment 

(residential property value)

No. of 

properties 

% share of 

total 

properties

Churn 

rate

Minimum monthly 

household income 

needed to purchase in this 

market segment*

Maximum monthly 

household income 

needed to purchase in 

this market segment

No. of 

households 

in income 

bracket**

Percent of 

households in 

income bracket

Entry level:  < R300 000 13 877 40.7% 0,83% -- R7 300 35 986 60.3%

Affordable: R300 000 - R600 000 2 641 7.8% 1,37% R7 300 R14 750 8 910 14.9%

Conventional:  R600 000 - R900 000 3 223 9.5% 3.42% R14 750 R22 200 4 318 7.2%

High end:  R900 000 -R1.2m 1 826 5.4% 4.74% R22 200 R29 600 2 003 3.4%

Luxury: > R1.2m 12 504 36.7% 8.21% R29 600 -- 8 480 14.2%

Total 34 071 100% 59 696 100%

Estimated incomes required to purchase property with a mortgage, per market segment (2021)

Word of caution regarding affordability 

calculations

There are a number of important cautionary 

notes which should be raised with respect to 

these calculations:

• While house purchases below R1.2 million 

avoid transfer fees, there are other transfer 

costs which are not included here. See box 

on page 41.

• Not all households purchase in the market 

segment they can afford: some may have 

additional funds from a once-off source, 

and some may have other competing 

expenses that prohibit them from spending 

the benchmark figure of 30% on housing. 

• Some households may be living in properties 

that they accessed either by purchase or 

inheritance or gift, that today they could not 

afford to buy - in some cases properties 

appreciate faster than incomes. 

The table to the right compares the stock of housing per market 

segment in the George city area, to the number of households 

with the income required to purchase a house with a bond in that 

market segment. The results point to:

Insufficient supply of entry market houses valued below R300 

000

According to the analysis, there are approximately 36 000 

households in the George city area who earn less than R7 300 per 

month, and only about 13 900 properties in the lowest market 

segment. This would suggest that a large share of these 

households are staying in informal dwellings in backyards or 

informal settlements.

A significant gap in affordable housing valued between       

R300 000 and R600 000

There are approximately 2 600 houses in this affordable market 

segment, but about 8 900 households who earn a sufficient 

income to purchase a house in this market segment (R7 300 – R14 

750). Houses in the affordable segment make up 7.8% of total 

residential properties in the George city area, but 14.9% of 

households fall into the R7 300 – R14 750 monthly income bracket 

required to purchase a house at this value. 

An oversupply of residential properties in the luxury market 

valued over R1.2 million

According to the Lightstone data, there are approximately 12 500 

properties in the luxury market in the George city area, and 12 600 

households  with commensurate income. It would thus suggest 

that the market is clearing  in this segment. However this analysis 

looks at the existing population in the George city area, and does 

not take into account the sizable number of families semi-grating 

to the area, recently and into the near future. 0

Number of properties per market segment and number of 

households in associated income bracket (2021) 

* Assuming 7.75% interest rate, 20 year loan tenor, 30% premium to income 

ratio, 10% deposit and no FLISP. 

** Assuming even spread of number of households at each income level, 

within an income bracket.

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. ©GEOTERRAIMAGE –

Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021. Own calculations.
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It should be emphasized that the analysis on the previous page must be 

considered with caution and due recognition of its limitations (see box). This is not 

a quantification of demand, but only a comparison of the available stock and 

the income likely required to purchase that stock with a bond. It does not 

consider the rental market, and does not take into account the multitude of 

circumstances that also impact on a household’s housing choices and ability to 

pay e.g. large once-off income such as pension payout or inheritance; equity 

from a previous property; housing preferences and needs with respect to size, 

location and other factors; and other sources of credit. 

Inclusionary housing is intended to promote better located affordable housing, 

create more inclusive neighbourhoods and contribute to spatial transformation. 

The georgraphic target of an inclusionary housing policy would thus be areas 

that harbour a potential for greater inclusion and diversity in property value 

bands, while also containing the space and potential for new developments (in 

terms of appropriate residential zoning and the existence of bulk infrastructure), in 

addition to being well-located with respect to transport, jobs and amenities. 

The map to the right spatially plots the property value bands in the George city 

area. The view is striking: and consistent with the conclusions shared above with 

respect to the Lightstone deeds data. The George city area is noticeably divided, 

with clear areas which are homogeneously high value (over R1.2 million) and 

those which are uniformly low value under R300 000. There are some 

neighbourhoods with a mix of yellow and orange and a sprinkling of red, 

denoting a range of property values from R300 000 to R1.2 million. These mixed 

areas include Blanco, Deville Park, Denneoord, and George South. Pacaltsdorp, 

as noted above, has over 2 000 GSP, making up 56% of the total properties in the 

subplace. The area has clearly appreciated, with most properties valued at R300 

000 – R600 000 and some properties valued over R1.2 million, either as a result of 

appreciation or private investment.

Source:: Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, Directorate: Spatial Planning, 2021. 

Where is the affordability gap? – Spatial view
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With subplace level income data, its possible to 

undertake the same analysis we did at municipal level, 

comparing the number of properties per market 

segment to the number of households in the 

associated income band, at subplace level. The 

graphs below display this comparison for three 

subplaces in the George city area:  Thembalethu and 

Pacaltsdorp are the suplaces with the highest 

populations in 2021, while Blanco (with the 6th highest 

population) is a good example of a more mixed 

neighbourhood. 

As noted above (page 13), the subplace-level income 

segment data used in this report is from GTI. The WC 

Department of Social Development also has 

population data at subplace level (page 24). While the 

two sources do not differ substantially at the level of 

the entire George city area (GTI, 59 699 households; 

WC DSD, 52 579 households, for 2021), the figures at 

subplace level do vary, especially for Thembalethu. 

The GTI estimate for Thembalethu has nearly 11 000 

more households than the estimate from WC DSD       

(17 892 households). 

If the WC DSD figure is used, the gap between the 

number of households in the lowest income bracket, 

and the number of properties in the lowest market 

segment is not as pronounced. Either way, the analysis 

suggests that households in Thembalethu have 

incomes which might allow them to purchase housing 

in affordable or conventional market segment, if there 

was supply and housing finance available.

Where is the affordability gap? – Neighbourhood view

Churn 
(2021)

GSP as share of 
total properties 

in subplace 
(2021)

Total no. of 
households in 

subplace 
(2021)

No. of GSP over 
8 years as share 
of total GSP in 

subplace (2021)

Number of properties per market segment (2021) Total 
residential 
properties 

(2021)
Under 

R300 000
R300 000 to 

R600 000
R600 000 to  

R900 000
R900 000 to 

R1.2m
Over R1.2m

Thembalethu 0.64% 96% 17 892 96% 7 047 6 1 0 0 7 054

Pacaltsdorp 2.72% 56% 7 521 90% 1 355 255 1 850 133 8 3 601

Blanco 6.06% 35% 2 121 80% 816 58 151 101 906 2 032

Churn, GSP and number of properties by market segment –selected subplaces (2021) 

Source: Lightstone data as of 31 Dec 2021. ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021. Own calculations.
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Is there sufficient developer activity and interest? – Non GSP new transactions by market segment
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Given that inclusionary housing leverages 

planning permissions to compel the inclusion of 

affordable housing units in private 

developments, the presence of strong 

developer interest is a necessary prerequisite 

for the regulatory mechanism to be effective. 

The top graph compares the number of new 

registrations of GSP and new transactions of 

non-GSP properties over the last five years. In 

2021, 213 housing units were built and sold by 

private developers or households in the George 

city area. 

The bottom graph then unpacks the non-GSP 

new transactions for each year, by market 

segment. The graph thus reflects the types of 

products that private developers are putting 

into the market, providing evidence of the 

degree and nature of private developer 

activity and investment. 

The data suggests that developer interest is 

substantial, and the number of new privately-

developed houses is on the increase and looks 

to rebound to 2019 levels in 2022. It is also 

apparent that private developers—given the 

current market and regulatory environment—

are not developing affordable housing in any 

notable quantity. In 2021, 86% of the houses 

built by private developers were valued over 

R1.2 million. 
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Where is the demand for development? – Approved building plans
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Building plan applications submitted to the municipality are another source of 

evidence of developer interest. The map below displays approved building plans in 

the George city area, layered with the municipal zoning areas. A conglomeration of 

building plans is centred in Kraaibosch as well as the area directly to the west of the 

Garden Route Mall. Interestingly, there are a large number of approved building 

plans in Thembalethu, particularly in the southern portion. Similarly in Sea View, there 

appears to be increased development towards the urban edge. 

Approved building plans and zoning for George city area

Data sources: George Municipality, Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB), ESRI South Africa, George Municipality, 

Spatial Planning Directorate, May 2022.

Approved building plans and government housing project pipeline for George city area

As shown in the map below, most planned and upcoming government housing 
developments are within spatial areas identified as strategic priorities, showing 
alignment to municipal plans. Considerable private development is taking place 
inside the Intensification Areas in Thembalethu, Kraaibosch and near the Garden 
Route Mall. 

The spatial and quantitative data thus suggest that the George city area does have 
an active property development market that could make the application of an 
inclusionary housing policy viable.

Data sources: Urban Edge, Housing Projects and Pipeline, Housing Pipeline, Intensification Areas, Restructuring Zones, 

PHSHDAs, approved building plans all sources from George Municipality GIS - HMS 2022 Spatial Data; Basemap: ESRI
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Conclusion

The demand and supply side assessments of the residential property market in the 

George city area present a lopsided profile, with large numbers of units at the 

bottom end of the housing ladder as a result of public investment in fully-subsidized 

housing. Depending on whether one refers to the George Valuation Roll or the 

Lightstone deeds data, roughly 20-35% of properties are luxury houses valued over 

R1.2 million, another 25% are in the middle layer between R300 000 and R1.2 million, 

and the remaining 40-55% are at the bottom end, valued below R300 000. Despite 

the large numbers of GSP, the demand appears to still outstrip the supply of entry-

level and affordable housing. 

Given the scale of demand compared to annual private sector delivery, the 

number of affordable units produced as a result of an inclusionary housing policy 

will not make a substantial dent in the unmet housing need. However, as a spatial 

transformation tool, inclusionary housing can leverage the strong, narrow interest 

of private developers for building up-market exclusive estates, in order to 

introduce more affordable units and thus more mixed neighbourhoods. 

However, inclusionary housing focuses solely on the new build market, which is  less 

than half the size of the resale market. This analysis of the residential property 

market provides strong evidence that a more impactful means of increasing 

access to affordable housing—both in terms of addressing unmet needs and 

fostering mixed neighbourhoods—would be to actively support and facilitate a 

deeper, more active resale market. This would have the effect of encouraging 

private investment in stock, enabling filtering, assisting home-owners to access the 

asset wealth of their properties, and ultimately growing the rates base of the 

municipality. Activation of and support to the low end, resale market would  need 

to be accompanied by interventions to drive private sector supply in the middle 

market, currently not reached effectively by the private sector.
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Appendix A. Scope of Lightstone deeds data
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As noted in the George study area section 

of the report, the area identified for the 

focus of this study is the George city area 

within the urban edge. However the 

borders of the Census subplaces are not 

perfectly aligned with the urban edge. The 

map to the right shows the urban edge in 

purple, which is also the boundary for the 

study area. The boundaries of the Census 

subplaces are shown in green.  

For the most part, the Census subplaces 

within the urban edge are easily 

identifiable. However in some cases there 

are portions which fall inside the urban 

edge / study area, but are part of the 

expansive George NU which surrounds the 

city and also covers the rural areas of the 

municipality. We identified the Kraaibosch

area just north of the N2 which is a new 

neighbourhood with considerable growth, 

located within the urban edge but part of 

George NU. This area includes the Garden 

Route Mall, the southern end of Park Road, 

and Blue Mountain Village Estate, as well 

as Kraaibosch, Welgelegen Estate, and 

Groenkloof. The Kraaibosch area—shown 

in purple in the map to the far right—was 

added to the list of 37 Census subplaces in 

the George city area. 

Thus the Lightstone deeds data used in this 

report to cover the study area is made up 

of the entirety of the 37 sub places that are 

mostly within the George city area, plus this 

specific area. 

Sp Code Subplace Name

177006002 Denneoord

177006003 Fernridge

177006004 Campher's Drift

177006005 Glen Barrie

177006006 Heatherlands

177006007 Heather Park

177006008 Blanco

177006009 Fancourt Golf Estate

177006010 Kingswood Golf Estate

177006011 King George Park

177006012 George Central

177006013 Bodorp

177006014 Bergsig

177006015 Twee Rivieren

177006016 Denvar Park

177006017 Eden George

177006018 Loerie Park

177006019 Eastern Ext

177006020 Levallia

177006021 Glenwood AH

177006022 Dormehls Drift

177006023 George South

177006024 Rooirivier-Rif

177006025 Groeneweid Park

177006026 George SP2

177006027 Rosemoor

177006028 Conville

177006029 George Industria

177006030 Borcherds

177006031 Parkdene

177006032 Ballotsview

177006033 Lawaaikamp

177006034 Deville Park

177006035 Pacaltsdorp

177006036 New Dawn City

177006037 Sea View

177007001 Thembalethu SP

Data sources: George Municipality, Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB), ESRI South Africa.

George city area: urban edge and Census subplaces Kraaibosch portion of George NU Census subplace

Data sources: George Municipality, Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB), ESRI South Africa.



Appendix B. Proxy for identifying government-subsidised housing
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The term “government-subsidised properties” refers to any properties created as a 

result of government subsidies, including provision of land, construction of top 

structures, and where possible, financing.  The definition is limited to the data 

indicators available from the deeds registry, and/or those extrapolated from 

Lightstone’s databases.  The methodology uses the knowledge of the government 

programmes, namely RDP/BNG, discount benefit scheme and 99-year leases, to 

identify particular characteristics of a residential property to designate it as 

“government subsidised.”

Properties are deemed to be government subsidised, and under which program, if all

of the following conditions hold true: 

RDP/BNG: 

1. The property’s first transaction price is less than the government subsidy amount 

(R184 658 for 2017; R187 275 for 2018-2021), plus R50 000, depending on the year of 

transacting,[1] and

2. The property’s first seller to a private owner should be a government entity or a 

major developer/development company,[2] and

3. The property should be a freehold non-farm property,[3] and

4. The stand size of the property should be less than or equal to 500 m2,[4] and

5. New private transactions are not bonded,[5] and

6. The property’s first registration should have taken place also after 1 January 

1994,[6] and

[1] Subsidy amounts were often used as the default property value on the deeds registry at the time of 
registration. An amount of R50 000 was added to these amounts to take into consideration the incidences 
where registrations attempted to consider actual market values.  
2] The Residential Development Programme (RDP) and Breaking New Ground (BNG) programmes 
provided funding to provinces, municipalities or developers to build housing directly on top of land made 
available for that purpose.  Both were implemented after 1 January 1994. All RDP/BNG homes were 
transferred directly from the province or municipality or the developer to the owner directly. 
[3] All RDP/BNG properties were transferred to owners in freehold title.  
[4] The RDP/BNG programme implemented lot size limitations of up to 500 square metres. 
[5] As RDP and BNG properties were provided to owners for free, there should be no bond.
[6] The programmes were implemented after 1994, with land initially designated in large plots to the 
developer, province or municipality, and delivered to the homeowners upon completion. 

7. The property should not fall in luxury/super wealthy areas or within a gated estate, 

and [7]

8. Properties located in suburbs (Lightstone suburb spatial layer) with 10 or more 

flagged active RDP/BNG properties. 7

Subsidy Other:  

In order to be classified as the ‘Subsidy Other’ subsidy type, all the following conditions 

must hold true: 

1. The property is not an RDP/BNG property as defined above, and 

2. The title deed type should be freehold (non-farm), and 

3. The transferor of the property to the first private owner is a government entity, and 

4. The property’s first private registration date occurs on or after 1 January 1989,   and 

5. The property is not located in a luxury or gated estate area 

Alternatively, the following conditions must be met which attempt to identify 99-year 

leasehold subsidy properties: 

6. The property does not meet the RDP/BNG requirements, and 

7. The property’s first private transfer title deed begins with ‘TL’.10 

Note that 99-year leasehold properties are also classified as “Subsidy Other” subsidy 

type. Properties identified in this report as GSP are a combination of both RDP/BNG and 

Subsidy Other.

[7] Due to the programme guidelines, properties were only developed in large development tracts; this 
indicator is to prevent isolated properties which might meet other criteria from being inadvertently 
included (such as due to data entry errors). 
[8] The two other major government housing interventions precede the RDP and BNG program, namely the 
Discount Benefit Scheme and the 99-year lease programme.  
[9] The Discount Benefit Scheme program was triggered by the Conversion Act (81 of 1988) which came 
into effect 1/1/1989.  This Act allowed for the transfer of properties provided by the state prior to 1989 to its 
tenants, with titles recorded on the deeds registry.  The programme targeted existing properties built in 
historic townships, and included a small subsidy to cover any outstanding debt, which was often recorded 
as the value or sales price at the time of transfer.  This amount varied by location and time.   
[10] -year leaseholds were properties provided by the government, in order to adhere to national 
legislation preventing land ownership by race category. Leasehold ownership was created to provide 
collateral assurance to those lenders and investors providing acquisition loans. Note that bonded first-time 
private registrations are allowed for when classifying a property as a 99-year leasehold. 



Appendix C. Comparison of municipal level income data from WC DEDT and GTI
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For this project, income data was provided by the Western Cape Department of 

Economic Development and Tourism for 2021, at municipal level only. Income data 

obtained from GeoTerraImage (GTI), also for 2021, was available at subplace level, 

allowing isolation of the study area. 

Monthly household income distribution at municipal level  (2021) – GTI & WC DEDT data

Source: ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021; WC 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism, 2021.

* The municipal total for WC DEDT differs slightly from the total of 

income brackets due to calculations to convert WC DEDT income 

brackets to those of GTI. 

GTI total no. of 
households

DEDT total no. of 
households

Difference  

No. of 
households

%

George 65,010 64,480 -530 -0.8%

Mossel Bay 41,649 33,137 -8,516 -25.7%

Stellenbosch 58,593 50,567 -8,034 -15.9%

Drakenstein 72,931 73,736 805 1.1%

Total number of households by municipality (2021) – GTI and WC DEDT data
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GTI WC DEDT

No. of 
households

Percent 
share

No. of 
households

Percent 
share

R0 - R2 379 21,486 33% 4879 8%

R2 380 - R5 385 13,803 21% 12809 20%

R5 386 - R11 675 10,756 17% 16416 25%

R11  676 - R20 450 6,542 10% 8088 13%

R20 451 - R30 329 2,988 5% 5866 9%

R30 330 - R40 904 2,972 5% 3319 5%

R40 904 - R63 008 2,375 4% 4408 7%

R63 009 - R99 083 2,036 3% 4305 7%

R99 084 - R162 667 1,014 2% 2295 4%

R162 667 and more 1,039 2% 2086 3%

Total 65,010 100% 64,471 100%

Monthly household income distribution (2021) – GTI and WC DEDT data*

At municipal level, the number of total households for 2021 does not differ 

significantly between the two data sources. According to GTI, total households 

for the municipality was 65 010, while DEDT reported slightly less, 64 480 

households.

The data does differ significantly in its distribution however. The graph below 

compares the income data from the two sources. Given that the two sources 

used different income brackets, the DEDT data was converted into the GTI 

income segments, which required an assumption that the number of households 

in an income bracket is evenly distributed across the income range.*

Source: ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021; WC 

Department of Economic Development and Tourism, 2021.

Source: ©GEOTERRAIMAGE – Neighbourhood Lifestyle Index™© (NLI™©) Release 2021; WC Department of Economic Development 

and Tourism, 2021.



Appendix D. Filtering in residential property markets
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Source: CAHF (2018). Understanding housing markets: An analytical framework.  

Filtering is when households move from one house to another 

to meet their needs affordably

New housing supply and functional resale markets enable 

filtering

When filtering works there is sufficient supply of affordable 

housing for ownership and rental, enabling household 

mobility and the leverage of the housing asset.

When filtering doesn’t work, household mobility is 

constrained, the value of the housing asset declines, and 

poor households cannot access the property market. This 

also depresses household affordability for entry-level 

housing, and widens the housing gap, as first time buyers 

come without equity. 


